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He (the foreign student) has
been given the privilege to
attend an American institution. I was never in agreement with
. .a privilege we felt he abused the wording of the Culbertson
by associating himself with our sign.. ..(It) contradicts all
Black Americans and their fight freedom of expression. ,
,
- --Drew Levinsonfor social justice. --
1
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-
,
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College Freshman Stabbed
in Racial Attack Tuesday
- ov i anotnv t. opence
Wooster freshman John -- W.
Howard was arrested by the
Wooster Police Department Tues.
evening, Feb. 3, after he allegedly
assaulted" another student with a
knife.
According to the police report,
the incident occurred Tuesday
night at about 9:26 onthe third
floor of Third Section in
Armington Hall. -- The victim
(whose name-wa-s "sequestered at
the request of Armington resident
assistant Jim Peterson) reportedly
New Representatives
Modify Membership
On February' 4. Campus
Council passed a motion to modify
the -- representation of its student
constituency. The' student
membership was changed in that
two of the five Student
G o v e r n m en t Associati on
representatives will be replaced by
the President (or representative)
pf the Block Students' Association
and the President (or repre-- .
sentative) of the International
Students' Association.
One of the' main ixirnoses of
Campus Council, as stated in its
Memorandum, is "to promote the
welfare of. all members and
orqaniz.it ions of the college and to
establish means, through which
students, faculty and administra-
tive officers can. express their
views and better understand the
opinions of others.In this light.
the change was initiated in order to
create a' greater diversity1 of
background and opinion among-th- e
members of Campus Council.
The positions which thischnnge
directly affects are those of the
.chairpersons of the ; Financial
contrort p: 6 -- ' --v -
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received a wound approximately
three inches long to his hand.
According to Armington
director Dave Engler, : the two
students were involved in an
assault --in- which a knife was
shuffled on the floor of the hall.
Peterson described the weapon as
a paring knife.
Security Chief-Ca- rl Yund said
Wednesday the scuffle started
while the . victim --was- having a
telephone discussion with
.
his
mother inj Nigeria. The . victim,
according to the report, tried to
escape noise which was coming
from a room on the hall. The victim
eniesed his room, and while there.
Howard allegedly disconnected
the phone. Yund said.
Yund said a "verbal hassle"
ensued after which "some kind of
altercation" occurred.
According to Engler. "The two
guys were having some kind of
ruckus and they tried to push a-kni- fe
out of the way when (the
victim's) hand was cut."
Dennis Stevens, an area
coordinator. . said the victim"
indicated the altercation was a
"malicious- - attack." though.
Stevens said at the time he was
contacted he had hot talked to the
alleged offender, -- z " -
"I've only talked to one of the
people, and according to . the
victim, it was a malicious attack."
Stevens said.
" Peterson, who was not on the
hall at the time of the reported
incident.' said that the attack "was
--not really a knife attack." He said
from what he learned from the
victim, the tatter was. struck
initially by the attacker. after the
; contonp.9'
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John Perkins, Jackson, Mississippi minister, stressed
redistribution, relocation, and reconciliation last Wednesday ai
convocation. Story on p. 8. Photo by Rodger PelagaCL 'v
Johnson House rails against extinction of the C.O.W. Story on p.
6. Photo by Rodger PelagaHL -
NCAA to Govern Women's Athletics;
AIAW Continues to Battle for Rights
Miami, FL (CPS) - In the most
forceful volley thus far in what has
become a war over who will
govern --college women's sports,
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) convention
here has decided to sponsor ten
national women's ' athletic
championships next year. x.
For the past ten years, women's
sports have been directed by the
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW),
which about a year ago was
looking forward to unprecedented
prosperity in the afterglow of new
federal guidelines for women's
sports.
The more-powerf- ul - NCAA's
move into women's sports,
however, now threatens the
AlAW's existence. AIAW
President Donna Lopiano calls the
NCAA's action "a power play, a
blitzkrieg."" She doubts her
organization will survive it.
She says the . NCAA's
inducements- - its less .stringent
recruiting rules and its ability to
pay the travel expenses of teams
that participate in championships --
can't be matched by the AIAW,
and will probably draw most
AIAW members to. the older
NCAA.
; NCAA Executive Assistant
Steve Morgan says the NCAA
moved into women's sports at the
request of its member schools.
-- At last year's convention the
NCAAr which has sponsored
men's athletic competitions since
1906i : decided to organize
championships in five women's
sports. This year's vote applies to
all major sports. ...
J-
- "At the meetings over the last
few years it became apparent that
it was ' necessary for college
administrators to have the same
rules , for men arid women,"
Morgan explains. To do this, the
NCAA had to sponsor women's
competitions. 7 '
The NCAA's and AIAWs
different rules were confusing for
athletic directors, he contends. He
expects that with "one set of rules'
for both men's and women's
sports there will be no need for
schools to belong to the AIAW. w
Lopiano, who is also women's
athletic director at the University
of Texas-Austi- n, says the NCAA's
,
rules are easjpr, not less confusing.
vThejtules system . is an
embarrassment next to ours," she
asserts. .- . .
"s She predicts that if a school
wants to keep up with its
competitors, it will forsake the
AIAW for the NCAA's laxer rules
in order to recruif more
aggressively. .'
Teams participating in AIAW
events, moreover, must pay their
own way.- - The NCAA, Lopiano
points out, provides funding for.
teams' transportation, usually out
of television revenues. The "AIAW
has had trouble attracting
television coverage.
Lopiano says he's more
concerned about the ! future of
women's sports under the aegis of
the NCAA than she is about the
demise of her own organization
.
.' .. cont on p. 6-- -- - - - '
Thousands of Men Chosen for Draft
In November "Mobilization Exercisew
Last November, while you were
studying, sleeping and worrying
that military registration might be 6
prelude to a real draft, --the
Selective Service System was
indeed preparing draft notices for
35.000 unsuspecting young men
chosen by lottery.
.,' The. lottery was only a "prac-
tice. Selective Service spokes- -
persons say. The draft notices were
never sent, and the list of men was
subsequently discarded. -- .
! The practice was part of . the
; Department, of Defense's "Proud
Spirit" mobilization exercise,
carried out by 80 government and
- military organizations, one ' of
which was the Selective "Service.
i Within 24 hours of the starting
time on November 6. the service
had reviewed its computerized list
of registrants, held a lottery, and
Attracts Many to
Diversified Events
by Kevin Criibb
Women's Week 1981 seeks to
involve the College campus in a
variety oTactivities relating to, but not
exclusive to women. Supported by
the George Gund Foundation and
a fund from the SGA Financial
Affairs Committee, the" Women's
Resource Center has scheduled a
wide range of events including
--lectures, discussion sessions,
short films (in Lowry Pit), feature -
. . . A I- -. 11.iuito (in mduxi --iuuuui iuiii; oiiu
workshops.' ,
, .
-- i . fc
. The Weeks activities .'are. a
result of over three- - 'months
planning, mostly born out of
discussions in the Women's;
Resource I Center J concerning
issues ot special interest to women .
at Wooster. v". The films were
carefully chosen to touch upon
auierern iupK., eyueiK.cu hi
the short films shown from 4:30
p.m.-6:3- 0 p.m. in the Pit. The films
reflect every social. concern from.
raru In Rvlr-Coa- t iwttina thoir
diversity and visual appeal geared
tn afr3wt ths jtttentinn rf oti iHont
walking around the Pit area. .:
Scheduling of ; events
.
for
Women's' Week is such that all
students can partake jn at least
some of the happenings due to
well-organize- d planning. Events
discussion sessions that reinforce
themes presented tn the films. .
"There should be a way for a lot of
people to plug into it (Women's
Week) some way," stated Denise --
Alquist, a.director of the Resource
Center. :.
. .
-
., The purpose of Women's Week
is manifold. Because the concerns
of . women, are often dealt with
peripherally on campus, - tne
Resource .Center- - feels outside
support is necessary to sensitize
men and women to the concerns
of women. It is hoped, that the
."con on p. 6
.'
--
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fed the names of 35.000 "induc
tees"-- ' into a-Wes- tern Union
'"'computer- - '
.
,
-
.
The computer, in turn, would
have sent Mailgrams to the 35.000.
if the exercise hadn't been stopped
at that point, v
.
"
- The next two weeks of the
exercise period were spent setting
up mock state headquarters and
area offices to carry .puAbe draft
and serve as induction centers in
,'the event of a real emergency.'
"We "were rather proud of our
results. recalls Dr. Herb Puscheck.
the agency's associate director lor
Plans and - Operations. The De-
fense Department was assured that --
our system works, and that we can
induct efficiently in case of
emergency." -- Puscheck explains.
The November mobilization.,
however, was the first one in which
- conr on p9. ' :
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excerpts from letters and columns-- -
The Best of Blum
Louise Blum's editorial of last week deserves a response.
I hate to use words that came right from the horse's mouth, but I was
"shocked" and "appalled" at Ms. Blum's editorial of last week.
Perhaps we were expecting too much from collegiate journalism.
I was surprised and appalled to see that the Wooster Voice uses
"yellow journal" techniques.
Coming from the editor of the VOICE one would expect more than
the piece of sloppy journalism you produced.
Haaia has engendered the high respect of nearly every leader of the
world except maybe Louise Blum.
Miss Blum (the authoress)
One ear open, one leaking air; and both hands fighting to twist the
knife in my back. "
I suspect (she) has never allowed Jesus to have the place in her life
that He deserves and desires. I suggest that she talk to Him about it, for a
change
I congratulate you on what 1 have heard described over and over,
again as the best issue of the VOICE many of us can remember.
Louise Blum's caustic crack. . .at first I was a little shocked.
Your lack, of tact in the matter does not allow me to sympathize with
you. ,
Louise Blum's writing is a patch of green m a grey, dull newspaper.
A reporter who has a memory bke sieve- -
Unless you and R. M. Nixon share a similar Memorex collection
We are grateful that there are some Americans like Louise Blum.
Houdini would be envious of her talents.
Blum iTunder a lot of strain.
That seems to be the claim she makes about the atmosphere at
Wooster. .
If Ms. Blum chooses to sic me this week, few will notice.
Now we may finally have our answer: "apart from Ms. Blum!
Maybe she should resign; because right now she is about one bnck
shyofaload. KBG
VOICE Editor Quotes out of Context;
Shows Shades of "National Enquirer"
Dear Editor.
We were taken back by your
cover article in last week's Voice
entitled, "Campus Patriotism
Exclusive?". As the residents of
Culbertson, we viewed your visit
to interview the house as one
which would lead to an objective
statement of our views.
Apparently we were mistaken, as
your editorial views in the same
issue, carried over into your
"'objective journalism" in the cover
story. Indeed, we were given all of
three paragraphs, not to mention
the quote on the front page. Your
statement before leaving our
abode as to the fact that you
believed our skin to be "stupid and
immature." was when we should
have first realized that objectivity
would be the last thing we would
find in vour article.
One need not have looked any
further than the quotes on the
... . " I" ...!front page to visualize wikm yuui
plans were for the article. We
realize that quoting out of context
is not reserved for publications
such as the "National Enquirer"
alone, but then again, perhaps we
were expecting too much from
collegiate journalism. A
restatement and expansion of our
views appears to be in order.
We had no intention of
de-emphasizi-
ng the plight of
blacks in America. Discrimination
is a very real thing today which
affects not only the black
population, but other minorities
and women as well (sorry if we left
anyone out). We do not deny this
fact, but rather feel there is
perhaps a better way to go about
achieving the same end. AH the
sion did was to stir ud resentment
and bad feelings in many circles.
This is shown within the Black
cont on p. 3
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Blum: "Mickey Mouse Sensationalism
Dear Editor,
- Td like to openly thank Louise
A. Blum for my finest college
experience. I've learned a lot at
Wooster but last week she taught
me one of my most valuable
lessons: never let yourself be
quoted by a reporter who has a
memory like a sieve. Unfortunate-
ly for me, Blum came to interview
us with one ear open, one leaking
air, and both her hands fighting to
twist the knife in my back (perhaps
brought on by my unfavorable
letter concerning Alexander Haig
to" her the week before). I must
admit Houdini would be envious of
her talents at being able to
fabricate quotes and make others
disappear.
I would like to start by stating
that I was never in agreement with
the wording of the Culbertson sign
(but since Blum wasn't listening to
me, I was associated with it, and
so, consequently I personally took
it down). The sign contradicts all
freedom of expression that I
strongly believe in and that our
country-stand- s for. Blum though
was too busy conjuring up the
quote "Ours hasn't been ripped
down vet" to fit into her article
(and the box on the front page) to
hear what I was saying. All I tried to
convey to her was that I felt the
timing of the Hesson House sign
was inappropriate
...
andj that .they
- were exploiting a oaa situation.
Equally untimely was their choice
of the word hostage in the sign.
The word connotes being held
against one's will which I really do
not think is the case here.
Another point that Houdini
Admhiistration Faulted
For Ordering Section
Sign to be Removed
Dear Editor.
As a member of Phi Sigma
AlDha I would like to ,ask the
administration why they told us to
take our fraternity letters-do- wn
Did the administration threaten to
take Harambee's sign down like
thev threatened us? Although
recognize Harambee's right of free
speech, I wonder about the two
sided views of the administration
Sincerely
George Hasapes
made disappear was the fact that I
strongly agree with the .idea
Hesson House was trying to get
across. The injustice that has been
done to blacks in America is as
disturbing as any problem we as a
country face today.
The reason for Hesson's timing
was they felt the effectiveness
would be intensified. All I tried to
get through to Blum was that I was
in disagreement with their timing.
A simple difference of opinion. But
unfortunately it has turned into a
racial issue because of Blum's
insistence of practicing her type of
Mickey Mouse sensationalism.
Therefore my whole point of
timing was buried in Blum's effort
to make a racial issue out of this
whole situation, although as I have
Culbertson Sign Directed at Foreign
Student, not "Our
Dear Editor,
i It is quite apparent from your
'article that you did not quote the
facts, or the facts which were
fabricated were, not those
expressed by the men of
Culbertson House. After
discussing your editorial and
feature article on "Campus
Patriotism Exclusive?" in the Jan.
30, 1981 edition of the Voice, you
stated that the sign "America Love
it or Leave" did have many
connotations. Unfortunately, you
blatantly inserted your own
definition to create an intense
situation that never existed! Our
sigh is not "Boldly set down. Blunt
to .the point, Conform or get out.
Dissent and you have hid it." It
has many subtle and patriotic
implications.
Our sign was produced because
a foreign student - residing in
Hesson, House was seen erecting
their sign along with a member of
Hesson House. That's a foreign
student, Louise, not an American.
He has been given the privilege to
attend an American institution to
further his education, a privilege
we felt he abused by associating
himself with our Black Americans
and their fight for social justice.
As was stated by a house
resident when you originally
interviewed him, our objection
was also to their timing and the use
of the word hostage. .We will agree
stated racism is a major issue (and
the main point of the Hesson
House sign), the objection here is
in Blum's slander in making me her
whipping boy.
It really is a shame that Blum felt
it necessary to dream up a quote
to vent her frustration. I
understand being editor of a
newspaper is a hard job and that
Blum is under a lot of strain, but if
her memory constricts her from
reporting factually maybe she
should resign; because right now
she is about one-briC- lT shy of a
load.
.
(
Drew Levinson
Ftfitnr'n Nntc VOICE continues
to support the validity of reporting
in last week's "Campus Patriotism
Exclusive? story(
Black Americans"
that Black Americans are an--
oppressed people and their plight
for equality is a difficult one.
In order to avoid any further
misinterpretation, the sign has
been removed. However, our
patriotism will be expressed by the
flying of the American flag.
The , following advertisement
submitted in the Jan. 9, 1981
edition of the Wall Street Journal
lists a tew ot tne advantages wnicn
Americans tend - to talje for
granted. - .''
P.S. The next time you attempt to
interview people oh a contro-
versial issue (or any issue for that
matter) PLEASE TRY TO GET
THE FACTS STRAIGHT!
The Dumbest Person In The
World:
1 iuw uun.is.
Verv dumb. '
It's the
American
who knocks
what he s got.
Here's what
he's got: -
A country of '
unbounded beauty.
Almost unlimited '
natural resources.
A judicial system
that is the envy
of the rest of
the world. .
Food so plentiful
cont on p. 5
Hero-Statu- s of US Hostages
Shades Captivity of Blacks
Dear Editor.
, I congratulate you on what I
have heard described over and
. over again as the'best issue of the
Voice many of us can remember.
Still, I must take strong exception
with a letter to the editor, in which
Peter von Allmen urged Hesson
House to take down their sign.
Simply ; because manv of us
would prefer to feel self-righteo-us
indignation over the actions of the
Iranian militants, than to" be
reminded that we have been guilty
of far, worse crimes throughout
.1 - rr--
our-nistor- y, is not a sutncient
reason to characterize Hesson's
sign as being in "poor taste and
Door timino " I wonder if von
Allmen's complaint is really with
Hesson House's "poor timing"," or
is it their "perfect timing" that
bothers him? Clearly, the sign has
been responsible for bringing
attention to a problem that is
much ignored on this campus, and
inthe natiorv-tha- t of racism,
Peter von Allmen goes onyto
Awareness Week
Attendance Stressed
To the Editor:
It is very common for people on
campus to say that they would like
to do something to improve race
relations, but that they can't think
of what can be done. I think one
reason that people are faced with
this difficulty is that they approach
the issue on too abstract a level.
"Racism" is too complex and too
comprehensive to attack at one
do is to try to understand it little by
little, day by day. The events
scheduled for Black Awareness
Week (Feb. 7-1- 4) provide a perfect
opportunity for everyone to make
a small but positive contribution
toward beginning his or her
struggle against racism. I urge
everyone who is serious about this
struggle to attend as many of the
events as possible. . If liberal
education is anything, it is a
process of opening one's mind to
different ways of. life and different
ways, of thinking. Very few of us
. have"" anything more than an
inkling of what it means to be
Black in America. If we can open
our minds even a little by taking
Black Awareness Week seriously,
then we will have begun something
very important. We will have
begun to conquer our own
ignorance, which is the most
powerful source of prejudice.
Sincerely,
Dennis Stevens
, Area Coordinator
Harambee Over-Exaggerat- es "Hostage"
Crisis; Anti-Patriotis- m in FoorIaste
Dear Editor:
I feel the sign on Harambee
House was in poor taste. Firstt
showed a lack of patriotism.
Residents who put up the sign
could have at least added that they
were glad to see the hostages at
home, but " they neglected
mentioning any support for the
hostages' return. Secondly, that
sign gives the impression that
Blacks think of themselves as
Black first and American second
and that no issue is as important as
an issue involving Blacks.- - I feel
that as Americans we should all
have shown our support for the
.hostages' release as our first
priority. . . - -
Finally, the word hostage is
suggest that Hesson's "equating
(themselves) with the hostages is a
bit much." I would' argue that
instead, maybe it "is a bit little."
The treatment of the 52 for 444
days in Iran pales in comparison to
the treatment of black Americans
in this country over the past 400
years. None of the hostages died;
none were physically harmed
apparently; and now in their
return, they have been granted
hero-statu- s. Can we say any of
these same' things about blacksT
even in 1981? They remain the
victims, even on this campus, of
racial insults, slurs, and threats, as
the unfortunate responses to
Hesson's sign reminded us.
And to vqq Allmen's final
suggestion that the sign be
replaced by .the American flag, I
wonder if this isn't an indication of
that writer's compatibility with the
"love it or leave it" mentality that
produced the by now infamous
sign across the street. I, for one,
am a whole lot more comfortable
with constructive criticism like
Harmabee's, than with the
unquestioning acceptance urged!
by Culbertson. ,
Thfenk you, Editor, for providing
me wTth the opportunity to dissent
that Peter von Allmen, and some
of the men of Culbertson, would
apparently deny me.
" Walt Vanderbush
Professor Urges Campus to Defend
First Amerxlment in Sign Controversy
Dear Editor,
"And there is nothing new under
the Sun. .
In 1633 the Inquisition
sentenced Galileo Galilei to house
arrest for the remaining nine years
of his life on the basis of a forged
document because he contra
--dieted the doctrine that Earth was
fixed at the center of the universe
In 1980 theologian Hans Kung was
stripped - of his official status
because his free inquiry
contradicted Church doctrine and
eminent physicist and Nobel
Peace Laureate Andrei SakharOv
was sentenced to house arrest in
exile because of his persistent
stands for human rights in the
Soviet Union.
In 1981 when residents of
Harambee House post a
"provocative banner to call out that
racism goes on in this country, the
forces of intolerance and bigotry
show us that they are ever ready to
act before thinking. The response
is replete with phone threats.
destruction of the banner and the
neighbor's counter-banner- ,
totally inappropriate in describing
the Black's condition in America
today. The word is probably
appropriate in describing the
Black'sJcondition before the end of
slavery and for sometime after its
end, but the ..word hostage
certainly does not apply to the
Black's condition in America over
the past 20 years. ' '
The act of tearing the sign down
was wrong, though.- - If a group
disagreed with the sign, they
should have shown their
disagreement - in a more
constructive manner by talking
with Harambee students.
.
-
-
Sincerely,
'
.
J. Greg Kezele
tfo'tMM concert., c8foMr Y"f '
Harambee Perceived as True Patriots
Dear Editor
Last week's controversy over the
sign on Hesson House brought a
chorus of cries for patriotism. The
sign's statement, bringing attention
to the plight of black people in
America throughout our history.
has been labeled "un-America- n.
"America Love it or leave" is the
message of a sign on Culbertson
House. Unlike the former, this
message- - seems to be considered
"America, Love It or Leave It
The situation is fraught with
irony. Harambee hopes to point to
racism by their banner, but their
efforts are overshadowed as the
response shows where the racism
really is. The Love It Or --Leave It
sign throws soil on the American
dream of a free people. And they
boast, "Ours hasn't been ripped
down yet." Their boasting betrays
their ignorance of the issues of
intolerance and freedom. They fail
to comprehend that those who are
offended by the Love-I-t Or-Leave-- It
sign will tolerate" nay, defend
their right to post it. And so let
us also defend Harambee's right to
provoke us with words and let us
be provoked to thoughts and acts
of peace. - "
God save the First Amendment
and teach us how to love those
who do not understand it but fear
it.
.
.
Should anyone wish to discuss
seriously the .importance of
defending the right of Harambee's
residents to raise their banner,
even it if offends us, I willingly offer
my time, as I am sure would other
faculty. I would not wish to engage
in polemics, however .--
- Sincerely,
Russell H.Kulas
Dept. of Physics
Hesson, Culbertson
Houses Act out of
Arrogance, Ignorance
Dear Editor, '
I would like to express my I
exasperation with the arrogance
and ignorance shown by the
members of Hesson and
Culbertson houses. They have an
inalienable right to make known
their opinions via signs or in any
other way. Indeed, any attempts to
stifle that freedom I find more
objectionable than the signs
Ihemselves. Still, one might think
conf on p. 4 ......
pa triptic by many rather vocal
students.
Patriotism has been defined as
"love for or devotion to one's
country." A patriot is ostensibly
one who is " concerned . for the
well being and best interests of that
country. I question the interpreta-
tion of these messages in terms of
patriotism. One view demands that
we love America or leave it.
Certainly patriotism demands that
. we love pur country, but how is this
to be done? Do we show our love
for America by waving a piece of
cloth with stars-an- d stripes while
denying a group of citizens their
constitutional right to freedom of
speech? Do we show love for
America by celebrating the release
from captivity of 52 Americans
while ignoring the captivity of
millions of. Americans . here at
home?
An analogy has been "drawn
between the Americans in Iran and
Blacks in America. Strictly speak-
ing, it may be denied that Blacks in
America are hostages per . se.
However, when people have been
enslaved physically, politically,
economically, culturally, and
socially for centuries as have
Blacks in this "country, such an
analogy seems valid. Peter von
Allmen was right, albeit naively, in
.
objecting to equation of the Black
VOICEJEditor Quotes out of Context;
Shows Shades of
conf from p. 2
community itself, where
Harambee stated that "the
reaction (to their sign) of other
black, students on campus is
mixed." Walker also added in the
article that "...it (the sign) had been
noticed in the wrong way.
Perhaps more thought before
erecting the sign " would have
deterred this ambiguity from
taking place.
. The timing is also at issue here.
In your editorial you stated, "How
can we protest their timing?, Wc
agree. It has always been as
; American as apple pie to take
' advantage of situations which we
believe will further our --cause:
many times without realizing its
effects on the society at large. This
in itself does not make it right. The
sign did more to raise dissent than
to aid their cause. ;.
"America 1 - Love it or Leave.
Here-i- t is. Boldly set down. Blunt
to the point." Do you believe this
to be any more blunt than "Hey
America, We've Been Hostages
tor 400 Years."
February 6 1981, VOICE, Page 3
captivity with that of the Iranian
hostages. In fight of the history of
Blacks in this country, the plight of
those 52 people for 444 days is
quite insignificant. Add tothis the
similar position of --women in" our
society, ana our concern tor tne
Iranian hostages may be put into
The authors of the Hesson
statement are to be commended .
tor. in urew 1 eVinson s words.
e
.iuii.mil iu a udu situation, nope--,
fully by such exploitation they have
managed to salvage some good
from it. If this controversy serves to
get people to think about '" the
current condition' of race relations,
they will have done a great service.
.
If. however.' the opponents of free
speech ..win out." how can ' we at
VVooster consider ourselves any
different' from the anti-America- n
- elements we - are1 so --quick to '
. condemn?
.
;
. V v
. The sign on Hesson may be the.
best thing to come out qf the entire
liaiMCUl HWlCiyC vpisuutc. 1 I Z It iri 1
of . Harambee who put it up seem
to be the" most
.
patriotic. for it is-the- y.
and not their flag-wavin- g
opponents, who are concerned for I
the good of our country and the
principles for-whic- h it supposedly
stands. --
.f -
Sincerely.
'
.
L Steve Thompson
"National Enquirer"
Harambee's sign was designed
to emphasize the plight of Black
America. Ours to emphasize the .
belief that we believe this nation to
-- be the best form of government --go-
ing in relation to others we could
choose from.
Perhaps our sign was as badly "
worded to convey our message as
we believed theirs to be. Whatj
your article managed to convey
was that Harambee's sign had a
deeper meaning, and that ours did
not. We stated our reasons for the
building ' of the sign, as did --
Harambee. ,The only problem is "
that Harambee's ideas . were
reported objectively, -- and ours
wpro not 1 . .
The Residents of Culbertson
' --House
.
; . . Randy Freund
Bill Somerlot
U
..i . -- Tim Dickson
Paul Storm "
John Pizzarelli
.Editor's Note: VOICE continues
to support . the ' uaMfy of the
.reporting of last week's "Campus
Patriotism Exclusive?' story,
Page 4, VOICE, February 6, 1981
(I'M AGAINST REGISTRATION!
IF TTlEY FoRCEJ
lb REGISTER TMEM, THE
next Thing you know,
The government will
TrY To TAKE 'EM AWAY!
nfOvrHhm n-Mifs- ar a....-- -
Cultural Requirement a Step Toward
Eliminating Entrenched Social Biases
To Whom h May Concern,
Some people are unclear on the
purpose of a General Education
requirement in Studies in Cultural
Definition and the need for it. They
say it will be an additional burden
on their education and would be ,
an unwarranted elevation of one
academic area over the others
This criticism is invalid, however,
because it understands study in
Cultural Definition to be the same
kind of learning as that which takes
place in courses such as Music.
Chemistry. Math or Physical
Education.
There are several types of
education here at Wooster. Much
of our learning involves assimilat-
ing facts and developing our
cognitive capacities in order to
think clearly and acquire intellec- -
Pertinent Quotation
Relates to Issues
Dear Editor
Apropos the "campus pa
rriotism" and sexist language, your
readers might consider the
following:
In America the majority raises
formidable barriers around
liberty of opinion: within these
barriers an author may write
what he pleases, but woe to
him if he goes beyond them
Not that he is in danger of an
auto-da-f- e. but he is exposed
to continued obloquy and
persecution. His political
career is closed forever, since
he has offended the only
authority that is able to open
it. Every sort of compensation.
even mat ot celebrity, is
refused. Before making public
his opinions he thought he
had sympathizers: now it
seems to him that he has none
any more since he has
revealed himself to everyone:
then those who blame him
criticize loudly and those who
think as he, does keep quiet
and move away without
courage. He yields at length
overcome by the daily effort
which he has to make, and
subsides into silence, as if he
felt remorse for having spoken
the truth."
Alexis de Tocqueville.
Democracy in America (1835)
John L. Hondros
r
I KNOW
WHAT YOU-MEA- N,
.DAD!
tual skills that will benefit us in grad
school or in a career.
Another aspect of our education
is developing our aesthetic capaci
ties in order to be able ' tcr
appreciate good music, art and
drama: or in some cases, acquiring
the skills to produce these. Courses
in Cultural Definition do not
necessarily fit into these two
categories.
There is a third aspect to our
education (and the most important
one according to opening convo-
cations and other speeches on
behalf of Liberal Arts education)
which is the development of our
ethical and moral capacities. This
involves something different from
developing techniques in Chem-
istry or cultivating a taste for
classical music. This is the purpose
of studies in Cultural Definition: to
raise ethical issues and prompt
students to critically examine then-values- ,
norms.and world-vie- w. To
think of this part of our education
as sub-curricul- ar or extra-curricul- ar
is to drastically reduce the concept
and content of a Liberal Arts
education.
Hundreds of students have
petitioned the Educational Policy
Committee for a General Educa-
tion requirement in this area, as a
step towards eliminating the
racism, sexism and ethnocentrism
on this campus. I hope the EPC
and faculty will seriously consider
our request in their evaluation of
the curriculum.
Jeff Dandoy
Students Escape Confines of College
Dear Editor.
It seems that since President
Copeland's quote. "Wooster a
place apart." students have had an
ongoing concern that Wooster is
too confined within the boundaries
of college life. An alternative we
decided to explore is one of
Wooster's many off-camp- us study
programs, the Urban Quarter.
We (Gayle Johnston. Doug
Clewett. Vicki Boesel and Rina
Blank), are finding our work
experience challenging and adapt-
ing to California's infamous "laid-back- "
pace to be an enjoyable
combination. Our average week is
"pretty well taken up by work and
class, leaving the weekend free for
taking in the many sights of
southern California.
Internationalist's "Truth" is
To The Internationalist: -
The small shield of opinion you
cower behind leaves much of the
body of your ignorance and bias
exposed. Rising to heights of
accusation, you build on sand and
so fall soundly on your face.
Someone should have taught you
a long time ago that bandying
terms (like fascist) around does
not make a case for anything but
the inadequacy of the user of those
terms. Haig is a fascist in your
opinion because it is convenient to
use that ' term to denounce
someone you have a difference
with. Haig is well liked by many
current European leaders and by
their standards he indeed served
with distinction as a NATO
commander. The people of
Eurooe elected those leaders.
Your nonsense about the U.S.
being "uneasy with the increasing
power of Europe and its
independent policy" and Haig's
supposed preference "to' see
Europe destroyed in a war, than to
see it as a third superpower with
socialist principals interfering in
international affairs' Js, I am sure,
taken far out of context if it is not a
bold misrepresentation of his
statements. Haig's request that a
prosperous and lazy Europe take
more responsibility for its defense
is ' a sound one.
.
New, ' more
accurate theater nuclear weapons
are needed in Europe to counter
Soviet advances in theater nuclear
forces. Likely, theU.S. will pay for
them. -
C.O.W. Intolerance
Dear Editor.
It was with utter astonishment,
amazement, humor, and dismay
that I read about the purge of the
yellow t shirts with C.O.W. printed
on them. The humor was that such
a ridiculous issue was made over
something as insignificant as a
t shirt that says C.O.W. cow. My
dismay was with the reasoning
against the shirts in general and
that shirt in particular. The sort-o-f
reasoning connecting the t-sh- irt
and the College's academic repu-
tation represents the pretentious-
ness that can so easily arise when
one thing (such as the College's
academic reputation) is thought to
be better than something else
(other college's academic repu-
tations). While the, quality differ-
ences between colleges might be
real it is absurd to get so hung up
on it (the academic quality dif-
ference in relation to a t-sh- irt that
savs C.O.W.) so as to have --the
t-sh- irt banned. It is precisely this
type of academic attitude that I
regard with great contempt. Intol- -
Although the beach Is a little
cold this time of year, we-- are
certainly enjoying the sunshine:
We still find ourselves chuckling
when we hear someone complain
about any sub-7- 0 degree winter
weather, as we can hardly believe it
is actually considered winter.
And although we are appre-
ciating California a place apart,
we all still miss Wooster and send a
big hello to our fellow snowbirds.
Rina Blank
The Wooster Art ' Center will
present the Art of Bing Davis at
the Frick Art Museum in Wooster
from Feb. 8-2- 8.
Your pro-Gree- k bias glows
through in all your statements
about the conflict over Cyprus.
Greek patriotism is OK for Greeks
and I will accept its existence but it
should not masquerade as truth
when there is another side to the
issue. Haig as NATO commander
in those years would have had no
real control over either Greece or
Turkey but I am sure he opposed
the conflict. That conflict was your
problem; don't blame us for the
irresponsibility of - your own
government! The U.S. would have
been, cursed in the streets of
Athens and Istanbul if we had
interfered, yet we are blamed for
not interfering because Greek
interests were harmed.
Three more points need to be
made. Haig was nearly
assassinated before his 'return to '
5
coster" Ahimni
Dear Editor,
As a Wooster Alumni I realize
that I am. not as aware of the
student's needs as I should be, but
now that I have a daughter going to
Wooster I feel that I have,, a little
more "steak" in the matter. I
realize that my daughter is no
longer that young little calf that
used to play in the hay all dayshe
is turning into quite a beautiful
young heifer. As a member of a
minority group, we C.O.W.s are'
used to getting a "bum steer" now
Shows Dogmatism
erance can be a sign of dogmatism
within a community.
I have two styles of t-sh- irts with .
COW printed on them, both, of
which are not now to be found at
the Florence O. Wilson Bookstore.
My prize treasure is the same t-sh- irt
that has been banned- - except my
t shirt has a silk-screen- ed picture of
President Henry Copeland on the
back with a superimposed green
moustache
,
and the . supposed
autograph signature Hank. How
funny H was in 1977 when Mrs.
Copeland allegedly acquired some
of the now banned shots to' have
them decorated with the com-
memorative silk screen design.
How ironic that the same shirt is
now banned at the Florence O.
Wilson Bookstore at the College of
Wooster. Humor helps us not take
'ourselves too seriously. As a matter
cont onp. 5 .
tV 4 .cow A.
Questioned
the U.S. The attempt was made by
criminal terrorists that seem to be
such ah endemic problem in
Europe, not by any representative
of the people. Cyprus was -- not
seized by the U.S. or NATO but
by the Turks. Third, I would like to
address your assertion that the
citizens of the U.S. are ignorant.
What position do you presume to
judge us from?. Is the real reason
you consider us ignorant that we
do not profess your brand of left-win- g
rhetoric?
.
In conclusion, I urge the writer
of the Internationalist (of Jan.
30th, 1980) to lift the mantle --of
"TRUTH" from his shoulders
before it crushes him.' Or, if he
cannot lift it, at least tell us what
brand of "TRUTH" he is
espousing. .
- ' Ian Hartrick
- C.O.W, Box 1761
Supports.C.O.W.
and then, but I . simply cannot
churn" the other cheek any
more. I lust can i oe a
"C.O.W.ard" any more. I have to
do more than just sit there chewin' .
my cud. ;. .'
I can handle someone maKmg
fun .of my old-fashion- ed hooves,
but "when it comes to name calling,
I will not stand for being called
"slow and stupid?": Do you think
that our relatives m India are .
sacred for being dull and
unimaginative? And what about
Mrs. deary's C.O.W..... No one
else had
.
enough sense to ngure
.9 I
out how to solve ine uroan
renewal problems of Chicago. 1
don't think that I d be sticking my
hoof in my mouth when I say that
you've-- probably never herd
anyone complaining about us
C.O.W.S cheating on tests, or
. cont on pi. 5
Hesson, Culbertson
Houses Act out of
Arrogance, Ignorance
cont from p. 3
that some less shallow method of
expression could be found. The
lack of depth in method moves me
to think there might be nothing
behind the opinions but wounded
pride. Neither sign appeared
germaine. They added nothing to
any analysis of the crisis then
ending. Surely better should be
expected, from college students.
'
. Ian Hartrick
Box 1761 C.O.W.
- 4r
The Internationalist
by Alkis Papademetriou
As an international student,
going back home for the winter
break I had the opportunity to see
the same play in three different
countries. I saw the Elephant Man
in New York. Paris and Athens.
Each performance gave to the
same play a different element.
Since my column is not for the
only reason to criticize American
politics, as some people think. I
would like this week to write how
the same play is presented in three
different "cultures.
The Elephant Man is a play
about a monster. His face and
body are covered with hideous
growths, his spine is twisted, his
head falls heavily to one .side, his
right arm hangs limp and useless,
artd his voice --choked by painful
breathing- - is an uncontrollable
croak.
He is the Elephant Man. bom
John Merrick in 1860 in England,
and a victim of neurofibromatosis,
a disease that is still a mystery
today. Those who are afflicted can
be treated with cosmetic surgery,
and they continue to lead normal
lives. But Merrick's case, the
disease started early, ran rampant
and finally caused his death.
He died -- at 29. after a solitary
childhood, several years in a
workhouse and many years in the
freak show of a traveling circus. For
the last four years of his life, he was
hospitalized in London, which is
where the play. The Elephant Man.
portrays him.
Written by Bernard Pomerance.
an American living in London, the
play is actually a series of 21
scenes, some' only a few minutes
long. The dialogue is terse, taut.;
stylized. The play has been running
in London and New York for the
last two years, ft is not related to
the popular new U.S. film of the
same title, although the film is
based on Merrick's story.
Now Elephant Man has been
translated into French by Katherine
Adamov. a French actress, and is
running at the Theatre de la
Potiniere in Paris. The French text
is almost double the English
version, but it is still sparse by
French standards - and
uncompromising.
"I refused to adapt it to a French
audience." says Adamov. who is
also the play's director, in the
program. "I refused to make it into
boulevard type thing. The play has
no barriers: it's an international.
universal subject." Yet she doesn't
see it as a tragedy. "It's serious
theatre that you don't play
seriously."
In Greece the play is performed
in Athens by the company of
Dimitri Potamitis who is also the
director and the starring actor.
Potamitis agrees- - with Adamov.
"Merrick was like a child. He had
an innocent mind. He was ro-
mantic and imaginative, sensitive
and. intelligent. He was--a minority
person, a media personality of his
time. People rejected him at first,
then they became curious. The
cream of English society came to
see him ih the hospital, even
Queen Victoria and the Prince of
Wales."
The play shows how society
deals
.
with freaks and ugliness.
Everyone tries to change him. but
in the end. they discover he's
a reflection of themselves.' And
the more Merrick is lionized and
the more he becomes integrated in
society, the more he affirms his
uniqueness and realizes he will
never be like the others.
The American opinion adds.
"The play is about isolation and
solitude and identity and learning
how to die. Madge Kendall, the
famous actress, becomes Merrick's
friend, and she says in the play.
"He's an artist, because he struggles
alone. He's like me.' So the play is
also about the condition of the
artist."
I saw the play in New York with
David Bowie. Every actor who
plays the Elephant Man brings his
own sense of solitude and de-
formity to the role. Bowie repre-
sents the victory of surrealism, a
total iconoclast, and the 'punk'
audience goes to see the show
because of him.
AH actors play the Elephant Man
without makeup, relying on voice,
gesture and twisted posture to
express deformity.
Europeans mock things easily.
Americans, don't. In Europe you
always have to keep a certain
charm. Even if you're ugly, you
must be gracious, effortless on the
stage. Americans appreciate the
physical performance. They like to
see an actor go beyond his limits.
cont. on pg. 8
Repercussions of
C.O.VJ. Controversy
' cont. from p. 4
skipping classes. Rather than
"slow and stupid" I think that
"cream of the crop" more aptly
represents the Wooster C.O.W.s.
And what was that under-
handed comment about C.O.W.s
not having any "athletic prowess?"
What about the C.O.W. thatjumped over the moon? You have
to be more than just an
homogenized heifer to do a trick
like that! All that you have to do is
go to any football game to see all
the "jerseys" on the field. Do you
know what they call the football
that is made out of cow leather?...a
PigskinL.now that's what I call
C.O.W. oppression and this is
supposed to be an open minded
institution. If - another C.O.W.
dared . to call me a "duflr
undignified, minimal intelligence
animal" I'd give the "bull-headed- "
intruder a swift kick in the "dairy- -
air.
WelL.I feel like I've only
grazed" the surface of the
problem that prevents students,
like my little heifer, from getting a
butter education at the College
of ' Wooster (cow). Maybe I've
"milked" the subject for more than
it's worth, but I think that it's
"udderly" ridiculous to try to
imagine that the problem doesn't
exist.
Bob Wollenberg the C.O.W. (the
opinions of this C.O.W. don't
necessarily represent those of the
herd).
Banning of "Hank"
T-Shi- rt Ironic, Also
cont. from p. 4
to note the silk screen designs were
put on t-sh- h-ts for a small fee by the
Art department to commemorate
the inauguration of then Dean of
Faculty Henry Copeland as Presi-
dent of the College of Wooster. In
the silk' screen desiqn. "Hank" is
pictured with--a smile. I think the
members of the executive start
would consider, seriously, this
letter and its contents.
Peter J. Renfrew
Box 2520
Edgewise
A la Art Buchwald
by Lee Merrill
"Don, it's Hank. .Sorry to take
advantage of an old friendship, but
I. need a favor. This, is serious
business." He leaned back in his
chair, cradling the phone in one
hand and a balled-u- p napkin in the
other. A look of pain passed
momentarily across his face as he
realized he'd taken two at lunch.
But then Jewish guilt afflicts the
best of us. "Serious business,
Don," he repeated, and tossed the
napkin in his basket.
"...Now, listen Don, this is more
important than convincing John
Rosenbluth to dress up like John
Travolta to promote sales of your
new Grease calendar. I mean,
we're talking academic integrity
and cultural nourishment. . . .You
actually think John would be
willing to do it?. . . .Don, the tee-shir- ts
they've got to go. Now
don't tell me I'm killing the fatted
calf. I. know you make almost as
much on those tee-shir- ts as you do
on your used books. But this is a
matter of pride' that's capital
M,' small 'o,' capital 'P. In other
words, we've got to clean up our
act. It wasn't bad enough that we
had to name the place after
something that looks like 'rooster.'
But now we've given the country
the impression that next to
attending football games in plaid
mini skirts, our students' favorite
occupation is drinking milk. How
do you think Admissions deals
with that?
"I can feel the heat of student
dissent already. I mean, they were
saying we had taken the shirt off
their backs way back in May, with
the tuition increase. I wish they'd
just sort of look at it as a change of
wardrobe. We II introduce a new J
line of preppy sportswear. No
more cows. And instead of the
alligator, well make it a hedgehog.
I just don't know how I'm going to
break it to the kids about Packer
day, though. The next thing on
Jenny's agenda is to replace it with
a cotillion ball. He says cannibals
aren't culturally nourished.
"Really, Don, I've got to be
going. I've got a call on the other
line.-- . . Some coach from the phys
ed department wanting to know
just how high it is we intend to raise
our academic standards. And
some student from Culbertson is-sayi- ng
they won't release the
Black Student Association unless
we lower the Dean's fist back to
3.3, Looks like, a good opportunity
for you to sell some yellow
ribbons. You know, sometimes it
occurs to me that they'd call
Bellevue a place apart.?
"By. the way, Don. From one
businessman to another. The pen
you sold me the other day. It
doesn t work. - -
Faculty Comment
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On Worthy Occasions
.
6y Peter Hauhobn
The v line missing from this
column last week complimented
Professor Melvin for her job two
weeks ago and promised more
guest columnists. The next one.
Dr. Bonnie Stevens, will appear
next week. Those of you who have
read The Angry Grammarian' in
a periodical that shall remain
unnamed here will understand
why I am so pleased to make that
announcement." .
Next - Tuesday evening in
McGaw Chapel, Dick Gregory will
speak at 8 p.m. I am told that he.
prefers not to announce a topic in
advance because he keeps his
remarks current. One knows
enough about things the man has
written and said, however, to be
able to expect ascerbic, funny,
stimulating' talk. .. whatever the
subject.
Gregory is here as part of Black
History Week, another important
part of which wfll be next
Wednesday's Convocation. At 10
in Mateer,' students Valencia
Garlic, Don Rice and Jonathan
Vaughiers will speak on the topic
"Wooster'. from a Black
Perspective." Last week's lead
story in this rtewspaper-mdicate- s
(whatever your view on the
Harambee House sign) that that is
a topic of major importance. When
people can be so far apart in their
understanding of what it means to
be Black, talk about it in such a
forum is crucial. I urge your
Swords into
by Cordon C. Stewart
The campus conflict over the
Hesson House sign concerning
hostages brings into the open
feelings that have too long been
kept quiet. Black students at The
College of Wooster are a small
minority who almost daily suffer
verbal abuse from white students
and townspeople. White students
for the most part Eye in a world
apart from blackness, a world
where we are not the exception
but the rule in terms of cultureand
race, and where expressions of
protest are met defensively and in
ignorance of the root causes of
such protests.-- . . ,
If we pause long enough to see
clearly. I believe we will see the
truth of the sign on the Hesson
House. America welcomed home
the hostages from Iran with great
fanfare; we poured out our hearts
to men 'and women who had
suffered an ordeal for 444 days.
But, the outpouring of emotion
represented .different things for
various people. These positions
were all represented m-- H
Westminster Church's Service of
Celebration. For
.
some it was
sheer relief from an international
nightmare which could easily have
led to war and possible holocaust
in the hands of an impatient U.S.
administration. For them the
thanksgiving was for the simple
fact that we got out of it alive, tor
still - others the hostages were
national heroes who had hung in
there on our behalf under all kinds
iof duress. For others it was a
: victory for civility and for America
the beautiful.
What the Hesson House sign
did was to capture our hostage
attention from the fanfare of
national celebration and direct it to
the fundamental contradictions of
our own national life. While we
attendance. ( . .'-V- VI must now report two errors.
Professor Catherine Fruhan, who
will lecture Tuesday at 4 in the
'Frick Lecture Room on "Baroque
Visions in Rome" wifl not fly to us
from the University of Michigan as
the Cultural .Events Calendar
blithely implies. Rather, she will
waut to the lecture from her Art
Department office on this campus,
where she is a valued member of
The College of Wooster faculty. '
The second error occurred here
last week in the announcement of
Michael Wladkowski's third
lecture recital, the Wooster Jazz
Ensemble and the Wooster Trio as
all scheduled in February. Not
true. They await us in far-of- f
March, .'. .
It is the case, however, that the
New World String Quartet will
play the first portion of the
complete Bartok String Quartets
this evenina at 7:30 n m in
TTwu tuill rnmnlsfa that
marvelous endeavor on Sunday,,
beginning at 8:15. also in McGaw.
That is by no means all that is
happening between this and next
rnaay. it is the time of the Quarter
when the bulletin boards blossom,
and anyone can observe that
cultural Spring. Bulletin boards on ':
a campus are like books in a home;
they teU a lot about the occupants.
What I have seen -- makes 'me,
pleased to be here. :
iiwwjii m WIMUVKS Wit 1 1 a OU
weather.
Plowshares
were breathing a sigh of relief (and
rightly so), people of other nations
whose ' governments the U.S.
supports were political prisoners
for the exercise of the very rights
we claim to protect ana cherish. It
is so in the Phillipines, South --
Korea, El Salvador. Guatemala,
Chile. South Africa. And the
"iconf. on pg. 8 "
Objectivity Questionecl
By Culbertson House
cont from p. 2 ' '
overeating is a ,
major problem.
. . V
A press
. j
.
.-.-
'.' v.:.
nobody can dominate.
A ballot box
" nobody can stuff. , . - J
Churches of vourrhoice.
One hundred morion jobs. '.
Freedom to go anywhere
.
you want, with the ".
planes, cars, and highways
to get you there.
Social Security. ' - v . v
' 'Medicare.;',,, '
Unemployment insurance.
Public schools and
plentiful scholarships. --
Opportunity to become a J.- -;
--millionaire. - --.' ';'(
O.K.. Complainer.
what's your '- - ."'
second ., - ... .. ' '. ' .
choice? ."" V v
Go. . ,, ; , r-- f .-.- -
'"' f ; Signed.
.v -- ,. ' J; Bill Somerlor
Gib Tecca
Dale Fortner --
.
' Jim Abdo
Paul Storm
Randy Freund
Tim Dickson
E&lor's Note: VOICE continues
to support the validity of the
reporting of last week's "Campus
Patriotism Exclusive?" story.
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Footpath dancer takes center stage at McGaw Jan. 29. Photo by
Rodger Pelagalli.
Sylvia Plath Finishes Women's Week
cont from p. 1
activities incorporated into
Women's Week will encourage
people to pursue a more thorough
understanding of what it means to
be a woman in contemporary
society. Women's Week
transcends theoretical perspec-
tives, and deals more immediately
with personal concerns here at
Wooster.
Although many events have
already transpired (the activities
began last Sunday), there are still
opportunities to become involved
in some of the programs.. Today at
4:30 p.m. in the Pit, the short tilms,
"Sometimes I Wonder" and
"Killing Us Softly" will be shown.
Tomorrow activities will
commence in Lowry Center at 10
a.m. with a Common Hour across
from the Resource Center. Later
in the day. "Word is Out," a series
of filmed interviews with lesbians
and gay men. will be shown at 4:30
p.m. in the Pit. Sunday Women's
Week will conclude with Barry
Kyle's production of Salvia Plath
at 2 p.m. in Freedlander Theater.
There is no admission charge.
--TO
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Issues Exposed in WomenVWeek
by Edith McGandy
With Women's Week more than
half completed, it can be said that
it was a success. The goals of the
week according to Denise
Ahlquist, head of the Women's
Resource Center, were to "expose
a variety of women's issues" to a
broad cross-sectio- n of the student
body. She emphasized the need to
create an awareness of women's
issues here at the College.
Discussions, lectures, and films
have been weO attended. Many
women and some men interested
in broadening their outlook on
women's issues have been
attending the activities.
On Monday, Deb Hilty,
executive assistant to Pres.
Cope land and an English prof here
at the College, spoke on Adrienne
Rich. Adrienne Rich is a
contemporary feminist famous for
her writings on women in
education. She has written at least
two articles on the topic,
"Claiming an Education", and
"Toward a Woman-Centere-d
University". In these articles, she
C.O.W. Rescued from Near Extinction
"News flash. ..The plan
.
of
President Bani-Copelan- d to
release the 52 C.O.W. "T" shirts
held hostage in the bookstore
storage room has been sabotaged
by the Ayatoila Knorreini.
Speaking from the
.
holy city of
alum, Knorrmeini said, "What
graduate would want a degree
from a cow?" In the Capital,
however, the Ayatoila Bairdhesti
still maintains that no decision was
ever taken at any meeting of the
government that he attended
regarding cows, or any other
animal as far as he can remember.
Professor John Gates showed
his sense of- - humor, writing the
above "news flash" and posting it
on the history department bulletin
board under a sign reading
"C.O.W. Day 4."
The C.O.W. crisis, like the
hostage crisis has ended, but after
four days rather than 444 days.
President Henry Cope land
admits it was a blunder. "I simply
was unaware of the students
affection for the C.O.W. t-sh- irt.
The C.O.W. t-sh- irt is no big deal.
It's no issue. We didn't spend more
than 3 minutes mentioning 'it in
executive staff," he said.
Don Noll has reordered the
t-sh- irts for the bookstore. "I can
guarantee you, this was no
publicity stunt on my part," said;
Noll. I here s plenty ot ways for
me to advertise t-shi- rts. I don't'
Committee
The Committee on the Status of
Women is an advisoryadvocacy
committee charged by the faculty
with the responsibility of reviewing
any issues which are relevant to
women on campus (students, staff,
faculty, administration). The mem-
bers of the committee for the
current academic year include
Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n (chair):
Karen Dugger. Bob Hamilton.
Sharon Kimmell. Fred Korn
(faculty members): Julia Klein.
Judy Ratesic (student members):
and Diane KroO (guest member).
The committee wants to
emphasize its willingness to deal
with widely varying issues some of
-- its past concernsactivities include
a study of wage- - differentials
between faculty men and women,
involvement with an endorsement
of, the AIAW stand on the takeover
of women's athletics by the NCAA,
affirmative
.action concerns, the
sees as the best solution to
women's difficulties in claiming an
education is to create a women's
college where all participants are
women. -
Deb Hilty also talked about
Rich's insight on the relationships
between women. Hilty said that
Rich feels that "The bonding of
women must be utterly different
from the bond between men."
Women must create a new type of
"sisterhood."
Monday night's film "Growing
up Female" was an appropriate
preface to Leila Rupp's lecture
Tuesday on "Feminist Lives in the
Fifties." The film was an incredible
document showing the distinct
socialization of women to their
traditional role. The creators of
the film interviewed six women in
different stages of their lives. Their
lives gradually molded into the role
that men and women at the time of
the film expected them toiill.
- Leila Rupp, History and
Women's Studies prof, spoke on
Tuesday. Her lecture covered the
time just before the film. She took
need executive staff to help me."
"v Copeland also agrees that it was
no publicity stunt dreamed up by
Noll to increase sales. "I jokingly
told the faculty at our monthly
meeting Monday that history
books would be banned next
month as a sales device," said
Copeland. -
Copeland's concern over the
C.O.W. t-sh- irt dealt with building
positive public relations for The
College. C.O.W. does not
recognize Wooster and people
seeing the t-sh- irt" in Bridgeport.
New Haven. Chicago, .or
Pittsburgh would not associate the
letters with Wooster.
(In a memo to the President)
biology professor Don Wise
pointed out that C.6.W. t-shi- rts
are conversation pieces. People"
seeing the letters stop' and ask
what they stand for and therefore
the C.O.W. t-sh- irts are an asset to-advertisem- ent
for the College.
The Wise memo also stressed the
popularity of C.O.W. t-sh- irts
among the student body.
Copeland said he is more
concerned with building a positive
image of The College through films
of the Pella expedition, th
Wooster Cleveland Enrichment
Program or the. Gilbert arid
Sullivan summer shows than
through t-sh- irt sales in the
bookstore.
As the history professors have
on Women'svStatus Forms
rights of women athletes, academic
advising and its impact on female
students, and sexism' and sexist
language in campus publications.
In addition to other activities, the
committee is - currently working
with Deborah Hilty on issues
related to sexual harassment and
NGAA to Govern
cont from p. I
"Everything that the AIAW had
done in terms of organizing
women s sports and instilling high
principles into events will be lost,
she grieves. "At AIAW, women
were the focal , point of an entire
system especially designed for
them. I doubt whether women's
athletics will be anything more
than minor SDorts in the NCAA.'
concentrate on the men because
they are the ones who bring in the
money," she laments. "What the
a closer look at the women wno
made up the feminist movement in
the fifties. She acknowledged that
it was.no .surprise that many
women wanted little to do with the
movement at that time. The
central figures in the organization
were eccentric older women.
Wednesday night, a discussion
on abortion exposed a more
emotional women's issue. Denise
Ahlquist led the discussion by
asking the group to approach the
issue from a personal standpoint:
"What would I do if I found myself
in a situation where abortion
seemed like the most appropriate
solution?" The results were
interesting and overwhelmingly
pro-choic- e. The group in general
objected to the labeling of the anti-choic- e
group, as "pro-life.- " !
The activities Friday afternoon,
Saturday, and Sunday will attempt
to tie up the week by getting
students reactions. Students are
encouraged to attend the
Common hour on February 7 from
10-11:-30 and air their views on the
success of Women's Week.
demonstrated, the "C.O.W.
crisis" was a diversion, helping the
Wooster community through an
otherwise blah Wooster winter
quarter.
"Administrators certainly have
a sense of humor." added
Copeland, laughing nervously.
"You need one to work around
here." .
New Representative
Modify Membership
cont. from pg. I
Affairs Committee and Student
Services and Special Projects
Committee of the --Student
Government Association.-- Simply
staled, the resxnsihilities of
these wo positions would ivl
change except that they would no
knger be memlxrs -- of Campus
Council.
President 0xlnnd has the
authority to overrule such a
decision but the indications' are
good that he will approve it.
Pending this approval, the
changes in membership will go into
affect for the upcoming term of
student offices (Spring 1981
Winter 1982). The student
membership will then be subject to
a review liy Campus Council at the
end of every third year in order to
ctdjust for any changes in the mof d
or concern of .the campus
community.
affirmative action. The above are
just some of those issues .with
which the committee has become
and is involved: others surely exist.
' and the committee encourages arty
individual who has concerns to
share them with the committee by
contacting any of its members.
Women's Athletics
NCAA is saying is that they're
going to. take care "of them,"
Lopiano "Mark word,
.
says.
.
my
t I - riney re going - to raice care ot
women, all right."
The NCAA's Morgan, however,
is considerably lessjpessimistic.
He says women 'sprograms will
be administered within the NCAA
by a special director with her own
committee, and wQl enjoy the
same, benefits as other NCAA
members . ' . -
He foresees "no problems" for
the new members.
the Chicago public school system
Hnrina the entire summer of 1965,
and again in the. state of
Washington' as a result --of his '
demonstrating with the Niqualy
Indians in their demand for full
participation in American society.
Gregory fasted during " both
periods of confinement, taking
only distilled water for
nourishment. In 1974, Gregory ran
800 miles, from Chicago to
Washington, D.C., to call
attention to the problem of hunger
in the world today.
instruct ii a core subject, teach
students how to write and use a
library, and. help them adjust to
college We, , - . . .
. .-
.-
While both Coolidge and Fobes
would like to see at least a facsimile
of --Introduction to Liberal Studies
reinstituteid : in the : Wooster
curriculum, neither sees that as
likely to happen. Coolidge said one
reason the original freshman
studies program was left by the
wayside was that members of the
faculty were more Interested ' in
teaching subjects within their own
fields.
Fobes said, "If a faculty member
says he cannot teach classical
literature, for example, he should
not be here. A teacher at a liberal
arts school should be well versed
in all areas of liberal arts."
Coolidge agrees with Baird's
statement that the school . is
striving for "the best educational
program" possible. Of Wooster
Coolidge said, "There has been no
abandonment, in theory, of the
traditions of liberal arts."
College President Henry
Copeland said Wooster .attempts
to provide for its students "a
combination of unusual
opportunities, and 'unusual'
means excellent." Such
opportunities, Copeland said,
include the independent study
program, which is required for
juniors and seniors. ;
But Coolidge said that
independent studies (IS), also
founded by Lowry, has undergone
considerable "dilution in recent
times. According.toa 1945 College
Bulletin (Wooster: Adventure in.
Education), which was compiled
essentially by Lowry. the junior IS
was designed so the student "(a)
began research at the commence-
ment of his or her junior year, and
wrote a number of papers on the
topic; "the papers of methods are
rigorously criticized in con-
ference..." (b) at the end of the
junior year, the student took his or
her "junior general examination
(to assure) that the student has at
his command the basic materials
needed for his further work," the
bulletin indicated. ' ,
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Freshman Studies, IS Reflect Diluted Liberal' Arts Program
by Timothy . Spence
"Is it not time that we got serious
about the design and purpose of
undergraduate liberal arts
education?" asked . one faculty
member at Dartmouth recently.
1 But in a time of high inflation,
decreasing pools of college-ag- e
students, , economic crises at
colleges and universities nation-
wide, falling SAT and ACT scores,
and an apparent conflict between
academics and -- athletics at most
schools, College administrators
are finding that question a difficult
one to answer. '
Over the past several months,
the Voice has conducted an
investigation to determine the
status of liberal arts at the College
of Wooster, and to determine how
the academic-athleti- c conflict is
affecting the College.
According to William M-- . Baird,
Vice President for Academic
Affairs --JThe College of Wooster
strives to be a selective, private,
liberal arts college. We are striving
to put forth-- the best educational
program we can."
Wiile no evidence has been
procured which suggests the
College is not striving for the best
liberal arts program possible,
Wooster - substitute the name of
any college or university - has
diluted its curriculum in recent
years, a dilution which some
members of the faculty and
student bodies feel is unhealthy.
Dr. Lowell Coolidge, professor
of English --and Reader's Services
librarian, said the College in recent
years has relaxed its program in
several areas, which he said may
be a result of the need to make the
school more" appealing to
prospective students. r
For example, Coolidge said
students just a few years ago were
expected to attend College
Chapel regularly - with penalties
for violators of the mandate --
which has been replaced in recent
years with the voluntary
Wednesday convocation.
Academically, Coolidge says
Wooster has altered its curriculum
a great deal, reducing, in areas, the
number of requirements, and by
drastically transforming Freshman
Studies from a literary, historical
and scientific interdepartmental
survey into a polytechnic
colloquium a transforrnatVor
which began in the late 60s and
was finalized in the early 70s.)
According to Coolidge, the
original Freshman Studies was
modeled after a program by the
' same name at Lawrence College.
SGA Briefs
Missy Betcher- - J"
Campus Council has formed a
subcommittee on interracial rela-
tions on campus. They are current-
ly seeking people from the Hesson
House program. If you --used to
belong to the program, please
contact Judy Maxwell.
.
Petitions for the SGA election
are still available at Lowry front
desk. They are due by noon Feb.
10. Everyone is encouraged to run
for an. office. ' -
1 At the Monday meeting, the
General Assembly allocated
; money for winter fund requests. A
total of $320.00 was allocated'
from the Professional Travel Fund
and $3350.00 from the General
Fund. -'- - :
Wooster's program. Introduction
to Liberal Studies, was instituted
in the early "1950s by then
President Howard Lowry.
"It is not a course given in one
field, by specialists in one field, for
the understanding of one field of
study. It introduces freshmen to a
few of the questions which arise in
five great fields of men's thought:
the" social sciences,- - philosophy,
religion, the natural sciences and
the arts. It also introduces them to
the kind of mental activity which is
pursued in each field," a Freshman
Studies handbook issued in 1954
stated- .- --
According to course syllaW
obtained from Coolidge, the two
semester interdepartmental liberal
studies program required
freshmen to read works by Plato,
Dante, Milton," Mill, Dostoevsky
and others. In essence, the course-dre- w
together literature, science,
philosophy and religion from
throughout history, which
Coolidge said is ' necessary for
traditional liberal education.
Dr. Melcher P. Fobes, a
professor of mathematics, said,
"Introduction to Liberal Studies
was the best thing at this college,
barring nothing." He said such a
rigid freshman program "broadens
one's perspectives, as well as
provides an opportunity to go into
depth about the fundamental
-- j
.
Dick Gregory to Speak oh Tuesday
Dick Gregory, activist, author,
actor, and social satirist, will speak
at Wooster on Tuesday, Feb. 10,
at 8 p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
Gregory's participation in the
struggle for human dignity cost
him over a million dollars in
cancelled bookings, travel
expenses, and legal fees. He found
himself behind prison bars many
times, . twice serving -- 45-day
sentences onc in Chicago as "a
result of his daily demonstrations
protesting de facto segregation in
questions man has been asking for
centuries."
.
" ; .
-
Fobes said most students now
might look at Dante or Plato and
consider them boring or
unimportant, but he --said the
classics such as those examined in
Liberal Studies stimulated the
college students' intellects. Also,
he said, "At times they (the
classics) were more talked about
-- in the dormitories than sex."
Coolidge said that as time
progressed, especially in the later
60s, the Introduction to Liberal
Studies course required a
reduction in the reading load in
order to cope with an increasing
move among students toward
more contemporary writers.
Coolidge said since the original
concept of freshman studies was
abandoned in a move toward
contemporary literature, he is
concerned that students may be
leaving the College without, ever
having read anything other than'
recently published textbooks.
Both Coolidge and Fobes fgel
the -- . recent freshman studies
program can be ineffective,
depending upon the- - course.
Though he said many .valuable
courses do exist, Fobes said the
program tries to inculcate
freshmen with too much material
in one quarter. For - example,
Fobes said faculty are expected to
CITY NEWS
Do you miss your hometown paper? Have you
lost touch with the outside world?-D- o you miss
your favorite comics? If you do, get the Sunday
New York Times and local papers from Cleve--.
land. Canton, Akron, Colum bus, Youngstown, '
and Pittsburgh at the City News Company orr ;
Public Square, Wooster. A 10-min- ute walk from
campus - even quicker on a cold, winter day.
Open 7 bays 6:30 A.M. 1 0 P.M. ..-
,; --
"
"".'. Master Charge and Visa
; "135 S. Market , 262-515- 1-
, During the senior year, students
tiirnfa 91 matu-M- r occult 1 .K-- 1 "
tonic xnA their xjjprf renuired to
complete' two' comprehensive
'
examinations as well --one in ihe
."major field," the other "on some
; field within the major.":"? '." v "
: While it is evident the College"
' has followed other institutions in
reducing'; academic standards,
. especially in the - last decade,
Director of Admissions Byron E.
Morris, who was contacted by the ,
Voicelast year, said, "I would hope
we would not have to tower , the
academic standards in the future,"
Morris said a serious admissions '
" pinch occurred in 1979 80 among
colleges, as the number of college '
age students decreased. Asked if -- ,
standards in the future would have
to be lowered further to draw
.i
.i i imure luucius iu.uk: .iiuui,
Morris said, "We are- - pretty
determined to maintain "the
current academic standards. J'v '
- (Baird said, despite' the'
decreased pool of high school
graduates ' last year, , that: the .
rnrrnt freshman class Imnpars to ":
acaderrricaDy. He said scholastic
board scores were higher for the
'ton i- Lum m ou uiau iui lime iclcih -
high school graduating ' classes .
admitted to tne v-oue-ge.j
.
.
"V
Mccorcung 10 noms, prospecr .
tive students are required to meet l-c- ertain
requirements set up by --
faculty members. "We - are '
Ar-Mraf-
'rwi --M- -l-t .
' s4-fir-
tlf --ft CO. ,
standards set by the faculty." . . ;
While Morris would not
elaborate on those standards .
when he spoke to the' paper.
sources witnin ,ine .emissions
c - t wa4 nnlit .vmiw oatu piuscv'vcs iivu winy
scores of960. "and they must be :
graduating class, the"" sources
indicated. '."'';:;.'-T-- ' ;y X":"
(Thi Colleoe is ranked as one of
the top schools in the state, along '
-- with uberlin and v-- ase western v
Reserve University by recent
college and university evaluations.
Atso . it s . ranneo..very
competitive" among the top 300 - 1
colleges in the country according
' i . H i cnnion ;jg. 8 - .
rvtr -- v --,
TheWobsteif Inri
t
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Tableside Dining This Tuesday:
Such Specials As: ;
Medallions of Beeffor $8.95
For Reservations. Call 264-23-41
'" Open 5-- 8 Tues. - Sat.
On the-Corne- r of Wayne and Gauche St.
r.' "All Miliar Crnlit Cyrils Approval."' .
- Ml,.'.
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Liberal Arts Program
cont from p. 7
. to Barrons college services.)
Moms did not say every
prospective student meets all the
standards. "We can take a chance
with some students who do not
meet academic standards, but feel
they will do all right at Wooster.
Morris said about 80 percent of the
latter category graduate from the
College.
Asked if the students who do
not meet requirements are usually
athletes, Morris said they are often
athletes, as well as students who
miqht be valuable to music
programs or student government.
"We take not only people for
athletic purposes but- - also for
leadership, music, journalism, and
so on," Morris said.
Similarly, other colleges in the
state contacted claim that while
academics certainly are a factor in
admissions decisions, athletic
activity is considered. Robert J.
Mansueto, Assistant Director of
Admissions at Oberlin College
said that "athletic ability is just one
of the many possible extra
curricular involvements that may
set applicants apart."
Mansueto also said, "Athletic
ability is in no .way the primary
consideration of a decision on the
admission of an applicant."
Associate Director of
Admissions Jeff Smith of Ohio
Wesley an University said, Three
rating columns are used (to
calculate student eligibility):
academic, personal, and overall
with academic given about 75
.
percent of the weight.
However, College Board
President George H. Hanford said
of the results of a recent study of
some 56 percent of the nation's
accredited colleges and
universities, "College admissions
are often pictured as highly
selective, rigid, and narrowly
focused on academic measures of
ability and performance. This
study shows that the reality differs!
sharply from that image in almost
every respect.
The College Board study said,
"While 67 percent (of the 1463
colleges studied) said they actively
recruit academically talented
students, half or more said they
actively seek athlete- s-
While both Copeland and Baird
say there is an overall concern at
the College among faculty,
coaches and administrators about
the role athletics plays in
conjunction with academics, some
athletes contacted by the paper
feel that "dumb jocks" do exist at
Wooster, perhaps more than
administrators and admissions
officials see, or want to see,
sources say.
"I see guys in the locker room
who just don't do anything," said
one student, who requested
anonymity. "There are some
(student-athletes- ) who have better
g.p.a-'- s than (humanities or
science) majors because they take
simple courses. ..A fair percentage
of the athletes are PE majors," one
student stated.
Nevertheless, the source had
high praise for one coach. He said
the coach "encourages all to get
on the ball and improve
academically-
-
I think (the coach)
has a good attitude toward
academics."
Another athlete, ' who also
requested to remain anonymous,
told the paper that some freshmen
he knows on pne athletic team are
"well below" what he believes to be
calibre students. He said they may
benefit the athletic club, but they
do not benefit the academic
community.
While some students contacted
by this medium claim they receive
financial scholarships for athletics,
no evidence could be found to
corroborate such information.
However, a source close to both
the financial aid office and
admissions said "financial aid
matters are kept closely guarded."
Copeland said Wooster, which
is a Division I school cannot give
and does not give financial
assistance to athletes simply
a
6
8
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Evaluated
because of their athletic abilities.
James Bauer, Assistant
Director of Financial Aid, said,
"We do not separate athletes from
other students. (Financial) awards
are based on family need."
Bauer said his office assumes a
prospective's academic record
has been carefully screened by
Admissions when his , office
considers assistance for the
.prospective. He said academics
are not considered in financial
assistance awards.
Both Copeland and Baird say
athletics at a residential college is
an important part of liberal arts.
"Part of the function of a college is
to educate people toward a
broader view," Copeland said.
That function includes athletics, as
well as academics, Copeland said.
The
Internationalist
conf from p. 5
But the instinct of an artist is
stronger than any nationality.
Actors in Paris. New York. London
or Athens are just the same, only
the methods are different.
No one is sure whether The
Elephant Man will succeed-I- n Paris
it started only in September. The
play is already a success in
London. New York and Athens.
But it is a tough play.
The American presentation
stresses the idea that you know the
monsters are always the others. All
people have their levels of toler-
ance, and this is a play about
tolerance. It tells what happens
when society is confronted with a
different human being.
The French audience hates to be
moralized to. Because the action
takes place in England, the French
say. "We're not like that." But
everyone sees that it could happen
in France. If they are honest with
themselves, something will click.
Or. they just might be rejected as
Merrick was.
The Greek performance sees the
play in a more humanistic way.
Greeks do not very easily dis- -
criminate and even though they
like beauty do not reject deformed
people. The audience feels pity
and sorrow for the poor creature.
For them the deformity is over-
balanced by Merrick's rich psy-
chologic world.
I think, all the presentations
stress a different element in order
to make clear to their national!
cultures the same central idea of
the play. Merrick is a monster,
rejected because of his physical
appearance. He is a minority
person in society. He is though, a
human being very capable, to think,
live and love. Society cannot and
has not the right to excommuni- -
cate and condemn people to live in
isolation, misfortune and un-happine- ss
just because they are
minority people.
Minister Stresses Racial Reconciliation
by Robin Wilson
John Perkins was one of them
and his family was one of them,
too. They say he grew up and
moved away from them - left the
life of a poor Misstssippian
sharecropper, left their poverty
and destitution.
But now he is back there in
Jackson with them again --. with the
poor in their ghettoes, in tneir
schools and in their churches. But
this time he is there to help, with
the Voice of Calvary Ministries
(VOC).
'-
-As founder of the VOC 20 years
ago, John Perkins wants people to
know the justice his church has
brought to pbor black communi-
ties in the Mississippi delta, and
what other churches can likewise
do for their own community's
development.
"The church is the replacement
of God's life on earth. It is the
prophetic voice of God within
each community," Perkins told the
audience at the College of
Wooster Wednesday convocation.
Perkins, who is the author of
"Let Justice Roll Down", and "A
Quiet Revolution." say's his
ministry is all a matter of giving.
This means not only being free with
material gifts but with gifts from
God. "This is why unity must be
stressed among all churches
today. Black and white churches
need each other." he said. "No one
can give to someone else if they
shut that person out," he told.
For the Perkins, giving and
VOC is a family affair. "The Bible,
in II Timothy 2:2 says. 'What you,
have heard from me.. .entrust to
faithful men who will be able to
teach others also." Perkins told.
With this verse vas guidance.
Perkins says he is teaching four of
his 8 children in the mission of
giving. He brought one of them,
Derek, with him yesterday.
Perkins also teaches those
outside his family to assist in the
mission of VOC. .There are
numerous volunteers from
Mississippi and other states. In
fact, a group of volunteer workers
from Wooster went to VOC for
two weeks in 1978.
What did that group and others
involved in VOC do down in
Mississippi? The audience at
Swords into
conr from p. 5
Reagan administration has made it ,
clear that we will favor our
"friends" with military and
economic aid regardless of their
human rights policy.
What it all means is . that
America for the next four years (as
it has for hundreds of years before
these next four) engages in
doublespeak. When it is necesarry
or desirable to extol the virtues of
the U.S., we haul out the Bill of
Rights and admire it. Wheh it is
necessary or desirable to shore up
American power abroad, making
friends with anyone who will do
our economic will, we put the Bill
Camera Shoo
IN THE RAMADA INN
Overnight Film Finishing
New Service
convocation watched a film
showing the work of the VOC in
poor communities.
"The government has
minimized the plight of Jhe poor
but the VOC helps people move
themselves out of poverty." the
film's narrator explained to
pictures of VOC workers
renovating dilapidated homes.
The VOC has helped poor towns
establish cooperational consumer-owne- d
thrift and retail stores. The
mission, told the narrator, has
revitalized the spiritual and social
involvement in many poor
communities. This includes
everything starting home Bible
classes and adult education
programs to helping provide low
income housing and medical
services.
In all their work. Perkins says
the VOC upholds what he calls the
three R's for development of
Christian communities --
relocation, reconciliation, and
redistribution.
"I tell people in . middle-clas- s
communities that they can help
those in the ghettos by moving in
with the people there. They
complain that the poor
communities don't have good
education systems." Perkins told.
"But I say that
,
if people with
education and skills would
relocate within those ghettos then
they would in turn create better
educational and skill-oriente- d
facilities there," he claimed.
A successful Christian
community must also be
reconciled to God. Perkins said. In
addition, black and whites must be
reconciled together, he said, with
their belief in the one Jesus Christ .
The last of the R's
. .! -- 1 I .1
reoisinouiion - may oe me mosi
difficult to carry out. Perkins calls
for the redistribution of the
economic system which, as it is
now. makes some communities
subordinate to others, he' said.
Perkins identified the church of
Jesus Christ as the motivation for
achieving the three R's in a
community.
"The church can confront the
systems and structures within a
community to insure necessary
change." he said.
Plowshares
of Rights in the back of the national
memory bank where it can be
found the next time some other
nation violates our rights.
Here at home the contra-
dictions abound between the
rights of the people to make a
living wage and the transnational
corporations to make a profit. For
many black Americans who have
long heard the doublespeak; the
real meaning of the national
celebration over the return of the
hostages will only be found when
we take as seriously the millions of
Americans in Watts, Hough,
Bedford Si uyvesant and Harlem
who have been rendered prisoners
of hopelessness because we have
forgotten them or dismissed them
with a thousand rationalizations.
The hostages in Iran were willing
agents of national policy in a
country where our foreign policy
led to indigenous revolution; the
poor of America" are unwilling
victims, of a double standard
whereby we-ha- ul out the human
rights placards for Iranian
hostages (celebrating their
freedom) while denying the basic
human rights of our own citizens
at home.
"PHOTOPINION- - - . :
" WOOSTER RACISM
Photos by Roger Pelagalli, Interviews by Dianna Troyer
Jesse Smith, Kenarden People know about racism, on campus
without niiHina a sion tin shout it It's a nirrJhlom uifton normto alunire
bring it up. When people can't deal with it, it's their problem. I went to
uumore ncaoemy in ieveiana, a private scnooi, ana naa no prooiems
with racism. Others may have had problems, although I didn't
Rikki Corbett, Kenarden - Tearing the sign down caused more
problems than the sign itself. People should not have taken it down, but
should have talked to Harambee residents about the sign if they
disagreed with it. '
Ben Franklin, Kenarden -- The sign got agood point across to students.
"Tearing the sign down was wrong. It just caused tension among
students, fm from Cincinnati, grew up. in a predominantly white
.
neighborhood, played basketball and was lookedJJp to. I personally had
College Freshman Stabbed
. cont from p.J
victim confronted Howard about
hanging up the phone, which
preceded the cutting.- - . " -
Security officer Carl Grubbs,
who responded to the incident;
said he had no comment on the
situation: as he does not want to
violate the constitutional rights of
the accused student. Grubos-alerte- d
police to the scene of the
assault. Police then arrested
Howard -- and charged ..him with
felonious assault, the report said.
Yund said Howard was placed
in jail that evening, and he
appeared in the Orrville branch of
the ,Wooster Municipal Court
Wednesday morning. Howard was
released by the court Wednesday.
Howard, who was contacted at
his home j in ; North Canton
Black Activities Week
Feb. MLowry Center Art
Exhibit-Kei- th Wilkerson, class of
78, .Collage of Red, Black, and
Green Wqrks" .
Sat., Feb. 7: Dance in Ichabod's
sponsored by Black Forum, a
committee of the Student
Activities Board. V-- '-" '
Sun. Feb. 8: The Ensemble
Theater, from Chesterland, Ohk-- a
theater community dedicated to
production through jan expres-sionisti- c
blend of movement form,
light and sound.- - v
- Sylvia --Plath, A-Dramat- ic
Porfrajf-Freedland- er, 2
.
pm.
- Written by Barry Kyle
StatementsAfter an Arrest
-- Under the Immorality . Act--
- Freedlander, 7:30 pm. Free to
V the public Written by Athol
FugarcL ; - --
Mon., Feb. 9: Wooster Black
Ensemble, formed in 1978, wiU.be
performing in Lowry Center Pit at
t:.5U pm. . iney wiu oe singing
selections ranging from spirituals
to contemporary show tunes. ? ;
Wed., Feb. 1 1: Convocation:
ri i r ;' i fo :M i:duick oeniors oi 1701 wiu uiscuss
Wooster. from a "Black
Perspective: Now and After." Don
Rice,-Valenci- a Garlic, and John
Vaughters ..... . -
.
FrL and Sat., Feb. 13, 14: Film:
Blue Coflar-Matee- r 7 and 9:30 pm
$i.
Wednesday night, refused ; to
comment on the"alleged cutting.
"I'm not going to r make any
statement until it comes to trial."
Howard said. Howard did say he
was innocent of charges.
The victim, who received a
three-inc- h wound to his hand,
refused hospitalization, the police
said. Stevens said when he arrived
on the scene about an hour, after
the incident occurred that the
victim's hand .; fiad stopped
bleeding. Both Stevens and
Peterson said the wound was not
serious, though they both advised
the student to have it tended to.
if.
COPIES COPIES
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.
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.
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503 E. LIBERTY STCa WOOSTER. OHIO
if WOOSTEl .264-222- 3
Kevin Balkam, Bissman
Students create their own racism.
bring on problems themselves.
There's no racism on campus.
Some Blacks feel the sections are
racist but there's" no animosity
toward any minority groups in our
section (OAT). Blacks have been
in the section, not many, but they
have joined.
.
' '
--
:-
-
Black RepubKcan
ToSpeakMonday
. Cuyahoga County Commis
sioner Virgil E. Brown will speak
on , Blacks m a --. Republican
Decade" next Mon,, Feb. 9, at 8: IS
p.m. m the Lean Lecture Room of
Wshart Halt on the College of
Wooster campus. '
Mr. Brown s the first black in
Cuyahoga County history to win a
county-wid- e administrative
position. . ' .--i.
In addition to serving on the
board of County Commissioners,
Mr. Brown is the Vice Chairman of
the Cuyahoga County Republican
Parry. Director of the sickle cell
program in . Cuyahoga . County,
and is inv.olv.ed ' in' other
community organizations as well.
might lead to a real draft. Lamb
said "Oh no. This . was just a
regular Department; of Defense
exercise."
System Director Bernard Rost-ke- r
brought in judges from the U.S
Bureau of Standards to "insure the
fairness of selection." and to
critique the procedure in general.
. The observers liked what they
saw. Puscheck says. .
"The Defense people - were
interested to see that our system is
fair. open, and statistically sound,"
he commented: "They recognized
our pains to protect the rights of
M 1 I Iill
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The Hesson House sign "Hey America, we've been hostages for 400
years," has been stolen twice. Stealing the sign was a blatant racist act
according to some, students, while others say it was a mere act of
patriotism. Students were asked to discuss the irnpGcations of the sign,
stealing it and campus racism. . ' - -
Chris Romano, Wagner - Harambee residents had every right to
express their opinion with the sign. "When compared to the real world,
there's no racism orr this campus." .. . .
Edward Cleveland, Kenarden -- 1 haven't really thought much about
ine sign or racism on campus. "U there is racism, it's low-key- .''
JoAnn Tippett, Andrews
"Harambee residents were
justified in putting the sign up,
which expresses the way things
have .been in America for .Blacks.
The sign wasn't meant to, offend
anyone? Tve heard people say the
timing was bad. Well, when is the
right time? Most people don't wanf
to-disc-uss racism any time at all.
People are still ignorant of dis-- '
crimination against Blacks in
-- America."
Thousands of Men Chosen for Draft
cont from p 1 '"- - '
the Selective Service has fully
participated. "We've been required
to be a part of it In the past." adds
Selective Service spokeswoman
Joan Lamb, "but this is the first
time we've physically held a lottery
and drawn names." . -
The reason is that this is the first
year the SelectiveService has been
revitalized, and has the capability
to do it.", Lamb notes.. -
Asked if the mock draft was held
with any. special precautions or
sensitivity to public worry that
military registration begun last
summer and resumed in January
the young men involved." , - --
Rostker was quick to point out
that the computer tape holding the
names and ' addresses of, the
35.000 mock-inducte- es was re-
moved from, the Western' Union '
system before the draft notices
were actually printed.
.-
-. : r
" A tape with names -- of 715
military reservists was substituted ,
in the computer. The reservists,
previously alerted -- of the forth-
coming notices, received the Mail--,
grams on the third day of sthe,-exercise- .
,
T -
. .
1
Susan Lee, Andrews
more
. surprised to
Flair Travel
YA
"I was
Consultants
- 34S E BOYMAN ST.
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
W CALL
264-65- 05
Rsgistared Ohio Travel Agent
"
.
- TA0305 ; . . ,
how
students reacted to the sign than
the sign itself. The sign threatened
no one and shouldn't have been
torn down, ft makes me wonder
about the people around here. I
knew subtle racism prevailed on
campus, but tearing the sign down
was an overt act of racism. People
are now making too big an issue
out of it." - , . ; .,.
1
i
4
................. .....--
1
--i .
. .
.. ;" j-- - . ;i
:v- - 'y ...... -- . :
764 Pittsburgh i
- -- Avenue - : r'- -
'The Pizza, with the Big Secret! "I
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperonl Seusese, v
Mushrooms. Anchovies. "Peppers, Onions .
; njnbaked pizza to go J V 1 v
Also Serving Italian American Foods
WELCOME TO W003TEII!
Come See Us: "
Weekdays-5p.m.-la.m- . 7vv v. Phone Nor
Fri. Sat-5p.m..2a.- m 263-010- 0
Sunday CarryOutOnly 5-1-2r Closed Tuzz,
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Scots' Poor Defense
"Spells" Double Defeat
by Eddie Zombie
Just how do you spell R E L I E F?
The Wooster Scot basketball
team must be asking themselves
this-- question after they suffered
through their 3rd and 4th
consecutive O.A.C. losses. Last
week Wooster was not exactly
treated as guests when B.W.
pounded them 95-8- 0 and the
Pioneers at Marietta did likewise
by a score of 83-7- L
Relief for the Scots must be
spelled D E F E N S E. However,
as of late, the Scots have not been
winning any spelling bee's as they
have been scored upon like a
prostitute in downtown Cleveland
- quite often.
The Scots didn't even have a
chance Saturday night at Marietta.
The Pioneers made their first 7
shots and 23 of 29 in the first half
en route to a 53-3- 6 lead.
Their amazing shooting
.accuracy didn't end here as they
proceeded to hit for 78 on 33-4- 3
shots. Robin Watson and Mike
Sibley, both freshmen, scored 19
and 22 points respectively to pace
the Pioneers.
Despite the Scots poor first half
performance, they did cut the lead
to nine points with 7 minutes
remaining. However, Marietta's
huge lead was just too much to
overcome.
Gib Tecca led the Scots with 21
points and 7 rebounds. Chris
Thomas and Doug Fries added 14
and 12 points to the losing cause.
In earlier action this week the
Scottie Hoopsters Show Well, But End Month on Skid
by "David Bryan
January ended on a rough note
for the Scotties basketball team as
they lost two games during the
final week of the month. Ohio
Dominican came from behind in
the second hlf to pull off a 63-5- 5
mo
Scots could not handle powerful
Baldwin-Wallac- e. The Yellow-Jacket- s,
one of the nation's better
Div. Ill teams shot 60 for the
night (36-60- ) and had all 5 starters
in double figures.
The Scots trailed at halftime 43-3- 4
partly due to B.W.'s 2MP
rebounding edge. The Scots,
despite playing a fine offensive
game could come no closer than 7
points the rest of the way.
- Shelley Waters of B.W. was the
game's high point man with 28. His'
teammate, Ron Myers added 20
markers. For the Scots, Chris
Thomas had 20 points and 9
rebounds, and Gib Tecca threw in
his usual 18.
As of this writing the Scots have
an overall record of 9-- 8 and a 2-- 5
conference mark. The Scots will
be facing a tough Otterbein ball
club tomorrow night Otterbein
proved that they can ' play
basketball when they beat the No.
1 ranked Wittenberg Tigers a few
weeks ago..
The --Scots, who face an uphill
battle, shouldn't be counted out.
With a little good luck (have
already had their share of bad
luck) and some better defense, it
shouldn't be long before Wooster
chalks up some victories.
77ii's and That: Aaron Zollars is
playing again. He is wearing
protective googles"for his injured
left eye.... Lee Svete, out with a
foot injury, will be playing very
shortly...
T
victory while on Saturday, the
Scotties played well against
Malone and lost by a 64-4- 5 score.
This is not to say that the Scotties
played poorly against the Ohio
Dominican squad, but their
performance against Malone, who
MUSICIANS
PERFORMERS
Registration 12:30-3:3- 0 Auditions begin at 1:00
,
Morgantown, WV Wed., Feb. 11
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
.Creative Arts Center - Concert Theatre
Pittsburgh, PA Thurs., Feb. 12
CARNEGIE-MELLO- N UNIVERSITY
Skibo Student Union Rms. 11 & 12
Akron, OH Fri., Feb. 13
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
E. J. Thomas Performing Arts Hall
Oberlin, OH Tues., Feb. 17
OBERLIN COLLEGE
Wilder Hall - Main Lounge
Also at Cedar Point Jan. 31 & Feb. 14
TECHNICIANS
Please send resumes by Feb. 1
For other audition
sites and further information contact:
LIVE SHOWS
Cedar Point, Sandusky, OH 44870 (419) 626-083- 0
The Women's Basketball team
by Rodger PelagallL
Was a much tougher team, was
more impressive.
It was Pam Chapman from the
left, from the right, from
underneath, and from outside
versus Ohio Dominican as she
popped in 21" points on 67
shooting. Her 10 for 15 mark from
the floor set a new school record
for field goal accuracy. She also led
the Scotties in rebounds with 12,
and had 2 steals and 4 assists to
round out one of the better games
played by a Scot or Scottie this
year in uniform. Cindy Durand hit
double figures also, scoring 10
points:''
The Scotties led at the half, but
succumbed to some hot outside
shooting and the foul line once
more, as the Dominican squad
rallied to win the game. The Woo"
Women were outrebpunded 30 to
29. The Scotties had one of their
best games from the floor, 48,
but foul shooting continues to play
a big factor in the Scottie game
plan. They need to shoot at least
50 to 6Q percent to win.
.
Chapman had some help in the
form of bfg Kris Leslie, playing one
of the best games of her career,
against the bigger and more
experienced Malone squad. Pam
had 13 points and was followed by .'
Leslie with 9. Leslie and Chapman
fell on hard times last week. Photo
y
did a number on the boards,
clutching 15 and 11, respectively,
while the Woo team was only
outrebounded by - one, 33-3- 4.
Chapman had 5 steals to continue
to play excellent tevn ball over the
past few games.
It was definitely a learning game
for the Scotties as the Malone
team applied pressure all over the
court and the Scotties were able to.
break it quite easily with Basinger'
at the controls. Only the Scotties
inability to hit the hoop kept them,
ouf of the game. "Their defense
was excellent and the hustle was
super," said Coach Nichols talking
about the game. "We played on
their level with the exception of the
score. I was pleased with the
game," she .commented. "Pam
Chapman has come into her own
the past few games and Kris Leslie
did as fine a job as she has ever
done in a game versus Malone."
The Coach also commented that
the hustle and intensity of the past
few games will remain until the end
of the season. "We have found
something and are going to stick
with it. The team has really played
well these past games and all we
need is a little improvement in a
couple of areas to improve our
overall game."
X iBsauiy dzntsx Sent 3
Cuts and Styling S
5 for Men and Women
V2 " of All Ages X
X Open 6 Days and 5 Evenings 5
Xlssmda Inn 5. DeVcr Ct. Phone: J
7 Wooster, Ohio s64"CS0lJJ
Scottie Tracksters
Perform Well at
Ohio --Wesleyan
by Katharine Blood
The first indoor track meet of
the year proved to be a real :
i success- - for the College otWnoster women's track team
Jprii-ljM- i
.Tanuanl 3D at
.
Ohio- -
J I 3
I Wesleyan. Although the meet was
tinvrtroH tho Srotties turned ,in
some good performances. "I'm
pleased. The women are much
improved from last year, and the
times are good for this early in the .
season," said Coach Craig
Penney.
Teresa deGuzman set a field
house record in the-tw- o mile
placing first with a time of 11:31.6.
In the same race Karin Hauschild
ran her personal best in 13:17.4.
deGuzman also did well in the mile
placing third.
Charlene Kemp led the '
sprinters by placing first in the 60
yard dash, 220 yard dash and the
60 yard hurdles. Kemp's time in
the hurdles was only four-tenth- s of
a second short of the national
qualifying time. Pam Willis also did
well in the sprints and ran a fine
quarter in 64.6.' Freshman Robin
Mayo added depth for Wooster in
the 60 yard dash and placed first in
the Long Jump. Rachel Swanger,
Sue Roberts and Heather Murphy
all placed second in their races, the
880, 1000 arid 600 respectively.
Coach Craig Penney was
pleased with the women's mental
--approach. "They did the best they
could and ran the races I asked
them to run. We have a ways to go
to obtain our goals, but we can
reach them if we work." said
Penny.
.
The Scotties travel to Ohio
Wesleyan Friday, February 6,
where they will face" Ohio
Wesleyan, Kent . State, Ohio
Northern and Kenyon.
Men Follow Suit
At Ohio Wesleyan
Invitational
by Katharine L. Blood
The College of Wooster men's
track team 'attained some
encouraging results in their
unscored track meet against Ohib
Wesleyan, Capital and Tri-Stat- e at
Ohio ' Wesleyan last Friday,
January 30. ,.
Craig Eisonfelder jumped
197" in the long jump and 38'2" in
the triple jump. "For this period in.
the season and no practice, those
were excellent jumps," said Coach
Jim Bean. Another competitor
who did well with minimal amount
of. practice due to the indoor
facilities was Terry Goodman who
cleared 13' in the pole vault which
qualified him. for the indoor
conference. Goodman also
jumped 6' in the high jump.
John Metz led the distance
runners by winning the 1,000 yard
run and cutting 10 seconds off his
mile time from last week's race.
Kevin Quinn also placed in the
1,000 finishing fourth in 2:26.1.
The middle distance runners
too had some good performances.
John Johns ran a credible half in
2:05.7, Dan Secrist and
.
Mike
Smith did well in the 600 with times
of 154.5 and 155.0 respectively'
while Abdou Sarr finished fourth in
the 440 with the time of 54.8.
Coach Jim Bean was pleased
with the results. "I see a bunch of
guys working and having fun doing
cont on p. 12 .' ' .
Board Disciplines Students
The following cases were heard by
the Judicial Board or the Deans
during Fall quarter, 1980:
1. A student was found guilty of
not completing, a penalty
previously issued by the Judicial
Board and was placed on
Disciplinary Probation for Winter
and Spring quarters, 1981.
2. A student was charged with
violating Sections I, II and III of the
Preamble of the Code of Social
Responsibility as a result of a
confrontation with a College
security officer. Heshe was found
guilty of violating Sections II and
HI, not guilty of violating Section I
and placed on Conduct Probation
t i f tUa 10nH4IUI MUS ICIIUIIIUCI lire. v
academic year.
" .1 Another student was
allegedly charged with confronting
a security officer. Meshe was
found guilty and placed on
Conduct Probation for Winter
quarter, 1981. Heshe was also
Jeff Todd:'
Your bbA Kep
Of the Week
.
In a continuing series, spotlight-
ing a member of the SGA's
General Assembly, this week's Rep
of the Week, is Jeff Todd. Jeff, a
rep from Kenarden. f is a sopho-
more from Wooster. He is a history
roajorwho is currently "thinking
law 'school." Jeff has diverse
interests, from racquetball to music,
especially Broadway shows. He
plays intramural basketball and is
Chairman of . the Environmental
Board at Kenarden. 1
One of Jeffs main interests is
SGA. He is -- a member of the
Financial Affairs Committee and is
a candidate for Vice-Presiden- t. As
a rep. Jeff sees his role as trying to
keep Wooster at the level of
performance that it should be. He
sees SGA as the place where
campus issues should be discussed
and addressed. "It is too bad when
people don't take SGA seriously."
he commented. "Atmosphere is
important"" sums up Jeff Todd's
feelings toward Wooster and why
he feels the necessity to be
involved. ..
New Men's Volleyball Team
bv Katharine ' Blood
Volleyball is currently the second
fastest growing sport in the United
States for men, and the College of
Wooster is not going to be left
behind. Wooster is fielding its first
men's volleuhall team this winter.
The men did play some last year
but used the time in practice to
gain skills, and experience. The
Scots are a member of the
Midwestern Invitational Volleyball
Association. Their district covers
from Wooster to Northern Illinois,
including teams such as Oberlin,
Ken yon, Marietta, Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Ohio Unviersity.
The team is-- coached by
sophomore Dan Schulte who not
only organized the team but plays
on it as well. He is greatly aided by
three talented seniors, Dave
Lewellen, Tom Noble and Mike
Keffee. -
Although the team has come a
long way a number of problems
still persist for the men. The
biggest difficulty is funding. SGA
has given the team $30 for mailing
costs and campus council adds
$180 for equipment and officials.
Each player on the team had to
pitch in $25 just to cover" costs.
The men do have a, sponsor,
required to make Saturday
evening rounds with a member of
the Deans staff and file a report.
4. ' The nature of the fourth
hearing cannot be discussed as the
identity of the accused would be
indirectly revealed. In keeping with
the student's and the accuser's
right to confidentiality, no further
details shall be civen.
5. A student was found not
guilty on all charges concerning a
fight in Ichabod's. '
6. A student was charged with
violating Sections I, II and III of the
Preamble of the Code "of Social
--Responsibility;' Section VD, Noise;
Section VHI, Sexual Harassment
Coercion; Section IX, Privacy and
Security; and was found not guilty
of all charges. t
7. A student was charged with
violation of the Code of Academic
Integrity. Heshe was found guilty
and received no credit for the
exam without an option to retake
it.
Classified Ads
. ' Services
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions --up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control
Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St.
Call toll free 1-800-362- -9150.
MENSA
The high-I- Q society will be
administering admittance tests
Mar. 7. Call 1-8964- 267.
Stress Seminar
by Darren Ritter
Are you tolerating stress in your
life? If you " are human, you
probably have had some dealings
with it. Has anyone ever taken the
time to make you aware of the
seriousness of coping with stress?
If not, then you need to "be in
Mateer Auditorium February 12,
at 8:00 P.M.
Dr. Randy Peto, a qualified
medical doctor working at Hygiea,
is giving a seminar for you on ways
to manage stress through mental
attitudes, exercise (cardio-
vascular), relaxation, and more!
Genesee Cream Ale, who buys
their uniforms. ' v
, Another problem the Scots
must face is the lack of practice
time. The teams they compete
against practice five times a week,
while they can only use the PEC
for three practices due to other
team conflicts. "Getting the gym
during the week and during
basketball season is really tough,"
said Dan Schulte. Transportation
has also posed a difficulty for the
men and often times they must
provide their own ways to
matches. . "
.
"
Despite these problems, Dan
Schulte remains optimistic. " He.
expects a good season and is.
excited about playing teams such
Ready for J
Mt St Helens,
HurricaneAllen,
Love Canal.
Red Cross Read far a new ceatury.
Pete Meyers battles his Muskingum opponent in last Friday's meet. The Scots lost to the Muskies
but come back with win over Ohio Wesley an. Photo by John Crozier. r ' .
Grapplers Continue Ascent-Sp- lit Two
by Hank Speny
The Fighting Scot wrestlers
went 1-- 1 last weekend, suffering a
Friday night loss to ' Muskingum
but rebounding with a Saturday
night clipping of Ohio Wesleyan.
The tough Muskies, the third
best team in the Ohio Conference
last year, downed the Scots 33-2- 1
at the PEC Friday. But those
twelve points which spelled victory
for Muskingum represented the
points the Scots were forced to
give away via forfeit. In other
words, the Scots tied the Muskies
in the contested matches, winning
four of eight.
Wooster began in low gear,
forfeiting the 118-poun- d class
before Greg Clark was nipped 3-- 2
by Muskingurrfs Mark Miller in the
126-poun- d class. ...
But Bruce Manwaring picked
things up with an impressive pin of
Tim Finneran. the 1980 OAC
third-plac- e trophy holder in the
134-poun- d weight class.
Wooster's Tom Wood followed
suit with a pin of Mike Hively in the
142-poun- d dual. --
The Scots fell from the lead after
Srock (177 pounds) put Wooster
victories on the board and
reclaimed the advantage goingjnto the stretch.
Dennis McCarthy (190) lost and
Kim Lance (Hvy.) finished up with
a pin. Unfortunately, as has been
the case all season, the Scots had
to forfeit the heavyweight match
because Lance is a transfer
student. That gave the Muskies
the points they needed to win it.i
!
The Scots so thoroughly
out maneuvered Ohio Wesley an
Gears for Historical Debut
as University of Michigan and
Purdue. Schulte has some goals
for the team. "The number one
goal is to have a good time and
learn about volleyball while
acquiring skills. As for a team goal I
hope to qualify for - the
championship tournament in the
Eastern Division, and I think we
will." A long range goal for Schulte
is the hope of obtaining varsity
status. - -
losses in the next two matches.
But Rob Lavallee (167) and John
Saturday that not --even Wooster's
forced 'forfeits could help the
beleaguered Battling Bishops. The
Scots took, six of the eight
contested matches in a runaway.!
Greg Clark (126 pounds).
Bruce Manwaring (134), Tom
Wood (i42) and Pete Meyer (150)
ran off consecutive victories
before Wooster tasted defeat for
the first time when Steve
Chychlyk suffered a loss. -
Rob Lavallee ( 167) put the Scots
on track again with his ninth
The team plays its first match in
a tournament game at Ohio,
University this Saturday,
February 7.
THE
PARTT
A in tha Collaa Mill S H U Y
snotvinf umv m
Ption ?62B84r. J 4
Start Today
To Look Good
for the Spring
20 VISITS 525.00
Get a TROPICAL TAN
in MINUTES, not HOURS! at
DESIGN TAN
Hair Design by Nick -- .
, We Also Design Hair To Fit Your Looks .
- Call Today at 264-22-49
345 N. Market St. Wooster, Ohio 44691
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victory in nine outings, a 10-- 1
collaring of Chris Basset t.-- John
Srock followed with a 5-- 3 victory
over Reno Oradini to run his
record to 8-- 1. ' v
McCarthy took a loss at 190 but'
Lance pinned Paul Robinson in 47
seconds for another exhibition
win. ' . ,
As in previous weeks. the
wrestlers are being beat because
they are forfeiting two classes, the
118 and the ' heavyweight.
Heavyweight Kim Lance, who is
wrestling exhibition because he is
a transfer student, has pinned
every opponent this season for an
8-- 0 record. .
.
"But there is improvement each
match." said Coach Boh
Yomboro. "and the chances look
good for peaking at the JDAC
championships Feb. 20-21."- -'
anoooooooooooBoci
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BACKPACKING
QUARTER
"
.
15 Units r
rSpring 1931
!
Backcountry Courses I
b
-- in I
Natural History '. IIWildlife Studies ' , II
Ethnohotan'y
Nature Photography
r iII
Southwest Canyons i!
Rocky Mountains ' II
Sierra Nevada - v 1!
it
Phone:
(408)429-282- 2 I!
or write: ii
II
WILDERNESS STUDIES il
";,. Cardiff House' , IIII
l aivcnifv of raUotnta. Santo On
Santa Cruz. CA 95064
j
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8
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Scot Swimmers Win a Pair
But Lose to Kenyon, 87-2- 6
The Scots of the pool swam in
three meets last week, emerging at
the week's end with a 2--1 record,
losing to Kenyon 87-26- , and
winning over Ohio Wesleyan (84-23-)
and Mt. Union (67-46- ).
In the Kenyon meet, after being
shut out in the opening relay, Jeff
Strater came back to grab a
second in the 1000 free. His time
was 10. 12. 10. Tom Rancich picked
.
up a second in the 200 free with a
time of 150.52. Mart Daly finished
third, at 22.9.5 in the 50 free. Dale
Kaestner took a first in the one
meter required diving with a
138.3.5 score. Rancich came back
to take a third in the 200 fly with a
time of 2.03.20.
John Keiter finished third in the
100 free. His time was 50.5.4.
Strater claimed another second in
the 500 free at 4.59.7, coming in by
less than two seconds. Kaestner
, won the one meter optional diving
also with a score of 177.40. Junior
John Shaw swam to a third finish
in the 200 breast with a time of
2.27.99. The Scots 400 free relay
team of Rick Wurster, Bill Mayo,
Daly and Keiter picked up the
Scots final points of the day at
22.40.
Coach Bateman said, "I was
pleased with our performance
because we didn't let them go out
and run away with each event.
Although they are the defending
national champions."
In Saturday's meet against the
Purple Raiders and the Bishops
-- the Scots took off with a win in the
Scotties Splash Kenyon,
The Fighting Scotties of the
College of Wooster pulled off one
of the most decisive wins of the
new year as they stomped the
Kenyon Lassies, 81 50, in an all
important OAC meet in the Woo
pool late last week. Julie Schubert
--once again led the Scottiesvas she
picked up four victories during the
meet. Nancy Jo McMillan. Sherri
Sterling, and Cathy Bosworth had
three, three, and two wins apiece
for the Scotties also.
The Scotties started off on the
right side of the pool as they swam
a 4.26.91 ki the 400 medley relay to
take a first. Cathy Bosworth,
Nancy Jo McMillan, Deb ADenby,
and Julie Schubert turned in the
winning time. Sherri Sterling won
the 1000 freestyle with a 10.5733,
easily outdistancing her Kenyon
opponents. It was Schubert, EUa
Rornig, and ' Marrie Neumer
sweeping the 50 free with tirrtes of
25.8, 26.18, and 27.03,
respectively-
- After these three
events, the Scotties had a
cornrnanding 20--5 margin and
began to SmeJ a victory.
400 medley relay with John Keiter,
Ray de la Pena, Racy and Tom
Rancich finished first with a time of
3.52.81. Jeff Strater and Rick
Andrew took first and third against
Mt. Union and first and second
against the Bishops, at 10.21.52
and 10.47.06 respectively. Rck
Wurster took second in both
meets in the 200 yard free-styl-e
(1.53.32) and Bob Black came in
third versus the Bishops with a
1.59.53.
Matt Daly and Bill Mayo finished
first and second versus the
Bishops and second and third
versus the purple Raiders at 23.56
and 23.66. In the 200 i.m. Tom
Rancich claimed firsts in both.,
meets at 2.07.69. Jim Bosland took
second against Ohio Wesleyan at
2. 15.87. Kaestner took a first in the
one meter diving with his score of
1.67.1 against the Bishops but only
picked up a second against Mt.
Union. In the 200 yard butterfly
Dave Riley and Rick Andrew
finished with times of 2,21.51 and
2.30.46 and claimed first and
second in the Ohio Wesleyan half
of the meet and second and third
in the Purple Raider's half. Jim
Bosland claimed a win in the 200
yard backstroke with his time of
2.14.81, but his time was only good
enough second against the Mount.
Jeff Strater finishedjirst in both
meets with hie --time of 5.01.71 in
the 500 free. Tom Rancich came in .
second in both meets, his time of
5.05.70 good enough to grab the
second spot. Kaestner came in
second in the three meter diving
Bosworth and Lisa Bove took
second and third for the Scotties in
the 100 back. Their times were
1.07.79 and 1.10.45. McMillan
edged out two Kenyon women in
the 100 breast to win with a time of
1.17.72. Deb Allenby swam to a
second place finish in the 200
butterfly, her time of 2.27.68 just
missing a first place. In her usual
way. Amy McClumpha won both
the one meter required and the
one meter optional diving
competitions with scores of 164.7
and 184.25.
Schubert, Rornig, and Neumer
once again swept things in the 100
free as they recorded times of
57.94. 58.87, and 1.00.00. Lisa
Bove came in second in the 200.
back with a time of 233.50. After
Bosworth came in second in the
400 incfividual medley (5.07.79)
and Sterling and Anne Howes'
captured first and third in the 200
free with times oL 2.01.47 and
2.12.4a the Scotties led by a
commanding fifteen point margin,
65-4- 0, four events remaining.
Schubert struck again in the 100
Rob Corts swam a strong butterfly in his leg of the relay, but
Kenyon. Photo by Rodger Pelagalli.
competition versus Mount Union --
with a score of 175.75. Tom Shaw
and Dave-Shust- er took first and
second in both meets with times of
2.27,15 and 2.28.40. The Scots
then captured the closing relay aD
the way around; Daly, Mayo,
Keiter, and Wurster finishing the
meet with a time of 3.23.54
"I was -- pleased with the way we
came right back and stuck it to
some people," said Coach
Bateman of the two meets on .
Saturday. "We had the meet
wrapped up after the breaststroke
events and we coasted in after
that." -
1st in OAC
fly with a time of 1.06.09 and was
followed closely by Allenby with a
1 .07. 1 1. After McClumpha's win in
the optional one meter diving,
Nancy Jo McMillan claimed a first
irr the 200 breast. Her time was
2.46T18. In the final event, the 400
free relay. Bosworth, Howes,
Rornig and Sterling swam .to a
victory with a time of 3.56.48 to top
off one of the best meets the
women have had in a long tine.
' "V
"This was our best meet of the
year and so far our most important
dual meet," said Coach Bryan
Bateman Tuesday. "Kenyon
expected it go do down to the wire,
but we had them down mentally
after the first few events. Our
strength, early put them at a
disadvantage as they had to fight
theiTway back into the meet. I just
hope that we don't decide to rest
on our laurels. Kenyon wiD be
back, and our women know it so
they must keep preparing for the
final match-u-p at the end of the
year," he said in a serious tone.
- w is
Men's Track
conf from p. 10
it," said Bean. "I feel good about
the times and where we are at this
time in the season especially when
the facilities ar not the best," he
added. ,
--n . - .ine men Travel to Uenison
Saturday,-Februa- ry 7, for the
Livingston Relays.
Red Cross: !
I Ready for a new century.
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BEALLAVE.
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
the Scots lost last week's meet to
Students are wasting less food
says the director of Food Serviced
at the U. of Kentucky. The
number of meals students skip has
decreased from 28 10 years ago
to about --20 today, he says. The
biggest waste items remain baked
desserts and ice cream.
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